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Abstract 

Colour Electronic Information Displays (EIDs) typically consist of pixels that are made up of 

red, green and blue (RGB) subpixels. A recent technology, Organic Light Emitting Diode 

(OLED), offers the potential to create a superior EID. OLED is already suitable for use in 

small displays and microdisplays for personal electronics products. OLED microdisplays, in 

particular, exhibit lower power consumption than equivalent direct-view panels thus 

enabling microdisplay-based personal display systems such as electronic viewfinders and 

video glasses to exhibit the longest possible battery life. 

In many EIDs, the light source is white and colour filters are used, at the expense of much 

absorbed light, to create the RGB light in the subpixels. Hence, the concept has recently 

emerged of adding a white (W) subpixel to form an RGBW pixel. The advantages can 

include lower power, higher luminance, and in the case of emissive displays, longer lifetime. 

One key to realizing the improved performance of RGBW EIDs is a suitable method of data 

conversion from standard RGB input signal formats to RGBW output signal formats.  

An OLED microdisplay built on Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) 

active matrix back-plane exhibits low power consumption. This device architecture also 

gives the OLED microdisplay the potential to realize the concept of low-power Display 

System on a Chip (DSoC). In realizing the performance potential of DSoC on an RGBW 

OLED microdisplay, there is a trade-off between system resources used to perform the data 

conversion and the image quality achieved. 

A compact and efficient method of RGB-to-RGBW data conversion is introduced to fit the 

requirement of “minimum system resources with indistinguishable visual side-effect” that is 

appropriate for an OLED microdisplay. In this context, the terms “Compact” and “Efficient” 

mean that the data conversion functionality (i) is capable of insertion into the signal path, (ii) 

is capable of integration on the OLED microdisplay back-plane, i.e., is small and (iii) 

consumes minimal power.  

The image quality produced by the algorithm is first simulated on a software platform, 

followed by an optical analysis of the output of the algorithm implemented on a real time 

hardware platform. The optical analysis shows good preservation of colour fidelity in the 

image on the microdisplay so that the proposed RGB-to-RGBW data conversion algorithm 

delivers sufficiently high image quality whilst remaining compact and efficient to meet the 

development requirements of the RGBW OLED microdisplay with DSoC approach. 
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Chapter 1: Overview of Electronic Information Displays  1 

1 Overview of Electronic Information Displays 

This brief overview of Electronic Information Displays (EIDs) is intended to allow the 

reader to understand the unique electrical and optical characteristics of Organic Light 

Emitting Diode (OLED) technology in the context of EIDs and its potential to be deployed in 

a microdisplay configuration. From this base we explore, in the remaining chapters, the 

criteria of the OLED microdisplay with RGBW pixel configuration and, in particular, the 

methodology used in the data processing. 

Section 1.1 gives a broad introduction to EIDs and the generic electronic architecture 

specific to flat panel applications. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 provide a brief summary of back-

plane and front-plane technology for Flat Panel EIDs (FP-EIDs).  Section 1.4 looks at the 

theory of human colour perception and the working principles of colour reproduction in 

order to illuminate our understanding of the optical characteristics of FP-EIDs. Finally, 

Section 1.5 gives an overview of the electrical and optical characteristics of microdisplays. 

 

1.1 EIDs and FP-EIDs 

1.1.1 The definition and purpose of EIDs 

Electronic Information Displays (EIDs) are opto-electronic devices commonly found in our 

daily lives that output information for visual consumption. They are frequently seen at home, 

in the office, on public transport, and in public areas such as railway stations and shopping 

malls. According to Matsumoto et al. [1], an EID is defined as “a communication interface 

that provides visual information for humans to understand the status of a system”. As shown 

in Figure 1.1, an EID typically receives a one-dimensional (1-D) electrical signal from an 

electronic system as an input, then converts the signal into a two-dimensional (2-D), or 

occasionally three-dimensional (3-D), optical format that humans can see, interpret and 

understand. 

 

Figure 1.1: A signal path from electronic systems to observers 
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Chapter 1: Overview of Electronic Information Displays  5 

 

Figure 1.6: Classification of EIDs by the back-plane technology 

 

In addition, the back-plane technology used for typical OLED microdisplays is highlighted 

by the dashed line (Figure 1.6). The reason why this particular back-plane technology is 

most suitable for OLED microdisplays is discussed in Section 1.5. Two back-plane 

technologies are not used in the field of microdisplay and are therefore not discussed in this 

thesis. They are Organic TFT (OTFT) and Thin-Film-Diode (TFD). The former is not a 

major material as inorganic TFT is used in FP-EIDs [9]. The latter is a Metal-Insulator-Metal 

(MIM) diode, which is another switching device, different from TFT technology used in AM 

display [10].  

According to which semiconducting material is used in the thin film layer, the TFT can be 

fabricated on different substrates such as glass, quartz or crystalline silicon (Table 1.1). 

Table 1.1: Examples of TFTs for AMLCDs and their main applications [11] 

 

For example, in Table 1.1, the back-plane switching device built on the crystalline silicon 

(C-Si) is fabricated using a Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) process 

which a offers low power consumption design [12] and high integration capability when 

compared to other back-plane technologies such as amorphous silicon (a-Si) and 

polycrystalline silicon (p-Si) [13]. The comparison between CMOS and TFT is shown in 

Table 1.2. 

EIDs

Direct 
drive

Dot 
matrix

Passive 
matrix

Active 
matrix

TFT

a-Si LTPS HTPS c-Si OTFT

MIM

TFD

Microdisplays covered 
back-plane technology

Metal Insulator Metal (MIM)

Organic Thin Film Transistor (OTFT)

Thin Film Diode (TFD)

Thin Film Transistor (TFT)

Amorphous Silicon (a‐Si)

Crystalline Silicon (C‐Si)

High Temperature Polycrystalline Silicon (HTPS)

LowTemperature Polycrystalline Silicon (LTPS)

Key:

Switching 

device 

Mobility 

(cm2/Vsec) 

Highest processing 

temperature 

Major applications

a‐Si TFT  0.3 – 1  ~ 300oC (glass) Laptops, flat panel monitors, LCD TVs 

LTPS  10 – 200  ~ 500oC (glass) Mobile phones, laptops, rear 

projector, view finder 

HTPS  100 – 300  ~ 1000oC (quartz) Rear projector, viewfinder

C‐Si  400 ~ 1100oC (C‐Si) Rear projector, viewfinder

Thin film diode  N/A < 300oC (glass) Handheld devices

Comment [slm2]: Soem transmissive 
microdisplays use minitaure HTPS TFT 
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Chapter 1: Overview of Electronic Information Displays  7 

1.3 Front-plane technology 

The front-plane of the FP-EID is where the optical signal is generated from the electronic 

stimulus (Figure 1.2b). The most prevalent flat-panel technologies [20] can be classified into 

emissive displays and non-emissive displays (Figure 1.8), according to the way in which 

light is generated. The type of EIDs whose light is generated within the display engine is 

called an emissive display. The type of EID whose light is generated from outside the 

display engine is called a non-emissive display [21]. For this reason, how light is generated 

in FP-EIDs determines their final features, including the size of a device (large or small), the 

number of personal or public users, application environment (outdoor or indoor), and image 

quality (colour, contrast and resolution). 

 

 

Figure 1.8: Classification of the FP–EIDs by front-plane technology 

The device studied in this thesis is the OLED microdisplay. It is of the emissive type and 

with the active matrix FP-EID. Different levels of science involved in the OLED 

microdisplay are bracketed in dotted line as shown in Figure 1.8. These are discussed in 

details in Section 1.5.5. The basic principle and an outline of the characteristics of each 

front-plane technology (emissive and non-emissive FP-EIDs) are reviewed in order to 

highlight the significance of OLED in microdisplay. 

1.3.1 Emissive displays 

Figure 1.8 shows that three methods of light generation are used in emissive FP-EIDs. They 

are Electro-Luminescence (EL) [22] [23], Cathode-Luminescence (CL) [24], and Photo-

Luminescence (PL) [25]. All of them are methods of generating light inside the display 

Flat-panel 
EIDs

Emissive

Electro-
Luminescence 

OLED
PLED
LED

Photo-
Luminescence

PDP

Cathode-
Luminescence 

FED
VFD

Non-Emissive

Polarization

LCD
LCoS

Absorption

EPD

Def lection

DMD

Dif ferent areas of  science involved in an 
OLED microdisplay

Key:     

Organic light emitting diode (OLED)  Plasma Display Panel (PDP) Liquid crystal display (LCD)

Polymer light emitting diode (PLED)  Field Emission Display (FED) Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) 

Light emitting diode (LED)  Vacuum Fluorescence Display (VFD)  Electro‐Phoretic Display (EPD) 

    Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) 
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Chapter 1: Overview of Electronic Information Displays  10 

Activated at high luminance, cones have three different types of cell that have their own 

sensitivity (Figure 1.11a). L cones perceive Long (L) wavelengths, M cones and S cones 

perceive Middle (M) and Short wavelengths (S) respectively. 

 

Figure 1.11: A diagram of (a) cone sensitivity and (b) CIE photopic & scotopic vision  

In general, cones generate photopic vision (Figure 1.11b). Rods are only active in a dark 

environment, with the sensitivity to generate scotopic vision [46]. Photopic vision and 

scotopic vision have different luminous efficiency functions and were defined by 

Commission Internationale de l'éclairage (CIE) 3  in 1924 and 1951 respectively (Figure 

1.11b) [47] [48]. All signals perceived by the photoreceptors are interpreted by the human 

brain and are transformed into actual visual information. 

The spectral sensitivity of the L(λ), M(λ) and S(λ) can be linearly transformed into Colour 

Matching Functions (CMFs) that come from the colour matching experiment defined by CIE 

in 1931 [49]. This experiment is based on the theory of metamerism and trichromatic 

generalization [50]. The former states that two different spectral power distributions of 

colour stimuli can match each other visually for an observer with a normal colour vision. 

The latter is the law of colour matching, which states that the additive mixture of three 

colour primaries can match any colour, and it obeys Grassman’s Laws (Table 1.3). 

Table 1.3: Grassman’s Laws 

 

                                                      
3 The English translation of CIE is “International Commission on Illumination”. 
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Symmetry Law A = B B = A 
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Proportionality Law A = B αA = αB, α ≠ 0 

Additivity Law A = B and C = D (A + C) = (B + D), (A + D) = (B + C) 

Note: A, B, C and D here are given as any colour stimulus; “=” reads as “matches”; and “+” reads as “additive mixed” 
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In the CMF experiment (Figure 1.12a), the average chromatic responses of observers to 

target colour stimuli ( ̅ , ̅ ,  are all converted to positive values that are CIE 1931 2-degree 

CMFs ( ̅ , , ̅) (Figure 1.12b) for simplifying calculations. 

 

Figure 1.12: An illustration of (a) CIE colour matching experiment and (b) results  

After CMFs are defined, a colour stimulus seen by human eyes can be calculated into CIE 

XYZ tristimulus values [51]. As for EIDs which give self-luminous stimuli to the observer 

(Figure 1.10a), the tristimulus values of EIDs can be calculated as below: 

 
nm

nm

nm

nm

nm

nm

dzSkZdySkYdxSkX
780

380

780

380

780

380

)()()(,)()()(,)()()( 
 Eq. 1.1 

where  X, Y, Z are tristimulus values, 

 S(λ) is a spectral power distribution of a colour stimulus, 

 )(),(),(  zyx  are CMFs of CIE 1931, 

 d(λ) is wavelength interval, 

 k is a constant factor and equals to 683 lumen per watt ( lm/W) . 
 

The tristimulus values of the colour seen by the observer can then be converted into CIE 

chromaticity coordinates as below: 

ZYX

Z
z

ZYX

Y
y

ZYX

X
x








 ,,  Eq. 1.2 

where x and y are chromaticity coordinates, and x + y + z = 1 

Hence, Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2 show that the chromaticity coordinates are the different ratios of a 

tristimulus value to the sum of the tristimulus values. 

The CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram (Figure 1.13a) represents all colours that can be seen by 

human beings in term of chromaticity coordinates. This data is very useful to quantify the 
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colour gamut, which is the area on CIE map representing the colour reproduction ability of 

an electronics device. A large gamut means a broader range of colours can be reproduced.  

Also, colours on the spectrum locus represent monochrome (single wavelength) colours. 

Distance from the locus means a decrease in the colour purity (saturation). 

 

Figure 1.13: CIE chromaticity diagrams (a) CIE 1931 and (b) CIE 1976 

However, the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram is not perceptually uniform. The Macadam 

ellipses shown on the chromaticity diagram represent colour within the ellipse area that are 

practically indistinguishable [52]. Therefore, in order to achieve uniformity, it has to be 

transformed into CIE 1976 Uniform Colour Space (UCS) chromaticity diagram [53] as 

illustrated in Figure 1.13b with u’v’ coordinates (Eq. 1.3). 
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315
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315

4
'





  Eq. 1.3 

The UCS chromaticity diagram shows the Macadam ellipses becoming rounder than in CIE 

1931 and the scale of CIE 1976 UCS is spatially uniform. Hence, the colour difference of 

two colours is able to be obtained by calculating the straight line distance between two 

coordinates on the map [54]. CIE 1976 UCS is used to define the chromaticity of the 

electronic colour display [55] [56] and the Colour Difference ( ''vu ) can be expressed by 

following equation: 

22 )''()''('' BABA vvuuvu   Eq. 1.4 

where u’A and v’A are the chromaticity coordinates of Colour A, and 

u’B and v’B are the chromaticity coordinates of Colour B. 
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Chapter 1: Overview of Electronic Information Displays  14 

other colours, to reproduce colour on a screen. The sum of these primary spectra are 

averaged and perceived by human eyes. The latter uses a set of sequential filters coated with 

secondary colours – Cyan, Magenta, Yellow (CMY), which are generated from a mixture of 

primary colours, to reproduce colour on a screen by removing unwanted spectra from white 

light. Most FP-EIDs given in Figure 1.8 (Section 1.3) belong to the ACR system. Therefore, 

the FP-EID in the SCR system is not covered in this section. 

The FP-EIDs in the ACR system can be further classified into two colour generation 

methods – “with Colour Filters (CFs)” or “without CFs” (No-CFs) to generate colours. No 

matter which colour generation method is used, the colour reproduction is based on a 

combination of RGB primaries that comply with the theory of metamerism and trichromatic 

generalization discussed in Section 1.4.1. In other words, the FP-EID with RGB primaries is 

able to generate different visible colours and its colour reproducibility depends on the RGB 

primaries. 

Moreover, in terms of signal processing, the white colour in the ACR system is generated by 

equal levels of RGB input signal (R’G’B’) and is perceived as a neutral colour. Hence, 

different levels of equal amount of R’G’B’ form grey levels. The classification of colour FP-

EIDs according to an ACR system by different colour generation method is shown on Figure 

1.16 and the generic colour generation architectures of colour FP-EIDs corresponding 

different colour generation methods are shown in Figure 1.17. 

 

 

Figure 1.15: An illustration of additive (a) and subtractive (b) colour mixing theories 
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Figure 1.17a Figure 1.17b Figure 1.17c Figure 1.17d Figure 1.17e Figure 1.17f 

Corresponding colour generation methods to generic colour generation architectures in Figure 1.17 

Figure 1.16: Classification of colour EIDs by their colour generation methods 

 

Figure 1.17: Generic colour generation architectures of a pixel in EIDs 
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The colour generation method without colour filters uses individual colour emitters to 

generate colour images directly (Figure 1.17a), such as a colour OLED [61]. Sequential 

colour emitting lights project onto a pixelated transmissive layer or reflective surface to 

generate a colour image (Figure 1.17b, c). Examples include TFT LCD and DMD [62]. 

The colour generation method with CFs is used to remove unwanted spectra from a white 

emitter, such as a white OLED emitter with CFs [63], to generate colour images (Figure 

1.17d). A white light source projects onto a pixelated transmissive layer or reflective layer 

covered with a Colour Filter Array (CFA) to form the colour images (Figure 1.17e, Figure 

1.17f) such as TFT LCD [64]. Although the CFs are blocking 2/3 of spectral energy from the 

white light source, it is a simple technique for the non-emissive type of EIDs such as LCD 

[65] [66]. 

From the examples in Figure 1.17, the EIDs can also be grouped into two colour imaging 

methods. First the time-domain colour imaging (Figure 1.17b, c) forms colour images with a 

sequential colour light and a pixelated array layer. Second, the spatial-domain colour 

imaging (Figure 1.17a, d, e, f) forms colour images with patterned individual colour emitters 

or a pixelated array layer cover with patterned colour filters. 

 

1.5 Microdisplays 

In this section, the classification of the microdisplay uses their application. 

1.5.1 Introduction 

 According to a review from Underwood [67], a microdisplay is generally defined as a 

miniature display, of high pixel content and where the diagonal is less than 25mm. Also, its 

back-plane is usually fabricated on crystalline silicon with the CMOS process as the active 

matrix display. The reproduced image of the display has to be magnified by an optical 

system and is seen either directly as a virtual image or indirectly as a projected image on a 

surface. In this sense, microdisplay applications are divided into two categories: Near-to-Eye 

(NTE) (Figure 1.18a) and projection (Figure 1.18b). The former shows a virtual image and 

the latter show a real image. 

The NTE display system, termed a personal display system, is restricted to a single viewer. It 

is used as an electronic viewfinder in military, security, medical, professional and consumer 

systems and hand-held products such as digital cameras and camcorders or in a wide range 

of hands-free / Head-Mounted Display (HMD) systems to provide a virtual image in front of 
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1.6 Summary 

The previous sections give an overview of the EID from the electronic architecture, 

including back-plane and front-plane, to optical features, including human vision and colour 

generation. The RGBW OLED microdisplay studied in this thesis is an CMOS AM back-

plane display. According to the information in Section 1.2 and 1.3, this OLED microdisplay 

benefits from good image quality in high pixel count from the AM feature and high 

integration ability from the CMOS back-plane. Also, as mentioned in to Section 1.4.2, the 

emissive type EID, the OLED, exhibits slimmer colour generation architecture and lower 

power consumption in showing dark image content. 

Furthermore, the RGBW OLED microdisplays are composed of white OLED and four 

subpixels. The RGB subpixels covered by CFs generate spatial-domain colour images, and 

the White Sub-Pixels (WSPs) are not covered by CFs to provide unfiltered light from the 

white OLED. According to the information in Section 1.4.1, as long as the tristimulus values 

of the EID are kept the same, humans see the same colours from different media. Therefore, 

there are two advantages of the RGBW. First, it is able to generate the same colour as other 

RGB EIDs, and secondly there is unfiltered light from the white OLED to improve either the 

overall brightness or power saving of the system.  

Section 1.5 highlights the potential of the CMOS AM back-plane OLED to be applied to a 

microdisplay with respect to criteria including colour generation architecture, system power 

consumption, and circuit integration ability. The introduced WSP, providing extra unfiltered 

emission from the white OLED, changes the optical properties of the colour OLED 

microdisplay. Therefore, an adapted algorithm is developed to convert RGB inputs to 

RGBW outputs to deal with this change.   
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2 Overview of RGBW 

The general review of FP-EIDs in Chapter 1 is restricted to three colours system with RGB 

primaries. In contrast, this chapter gives an overview of an RGBW (Red, Green, Blue and 

White) configuration that adds a four–colour component containing the fourth transparent 

element to the conventional three-primary RGB (Red, Green and Blue) colour system. 

This chapter starts by giving a general introduction to RGBW systems using CFs and lists 

two categories of essential data processing in the RGBW system. Section 2.2 discusses the 

generic colour issues of the RGBW system. In Section 2.3, some algorithms applied to data 

conversions of the RGBW system are summarized according to the front-plane technology 

of EIDs. Finally, in Section 2.4, further details of four chosen algorithms of the data 

conversion applied to the RGBW system are given and evaluated in terms of applicability to 

the OLED microdisplay. 

Finally, as mentioned in Section 1.4.2, colour EIDs can be classified either by colour 

generation using CFs or No-CFs. In addition, the formation of the colour image is 

categorized as time-domain colour imaging or spatial-domain colour imaging. RGBW 

systems can be classified in the same manner (Figure 2.1). A summary of the algorithm used 

in the data conversion to RGBW is focused on the RGBW system using CFs only because 

the OLED microdisplay studied in this thesis uses colour filters and the white emitter to 

generate colour.  

  

Figure 2.1: Classification of RGBW EIDs by their colour generation schemes 

 

2.1 An introduction of RGBW system 

As for colour FP-EIDs with RGB colour filters, the RGBW system used in CF type FP-EIDs 

is generally classified into time-domain colour imaging or spatial-domain colour imaging. 
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configuration allows the display system to raise the brightness performance in a cost 

effective and energy-saving manner. 

In the case of the CF type RGBW system with spatial-domain colour imaging, the data 

conversion is the combination of the drive levels of the four subpixels in a pixel. Three of 

four subpixels are covered by patterned colour filters and a newly introduced White SubPixel 

(WSP) is covered by a transparent filter or no filter, which allows almost 100% transmission 

from a BackLight Unit (BLU). This additional transmission from the WSP compensates 2/3 

of the energy loss of colour filters and increases the luminance output of non-emissive 

display for devices such as LCD. As is the case for a time-domain colour EID, the overall 

brightness of the spatial-domain display can increase by 50% but with the necessary 25% 

loss of intensity for saturated colour due to the area reduction of each colour subpixel  

(Figure 2.3).  

 

Figure 2.3: An illustration of relative transmission of RGB and RGBW 

In other words, a particular transparent sector or subpixel is able to increase the overall 

brightness of the display system with the RGBW pixel configuration [96] [97] [98]. 

Most FP-EIDs use Additive Colour Reproduction (ACR), each colour within the colour 

gamut can be reproduced by some combinations of three colour primaries (Figure 2.4d). 

Also, when none of the primaries in a combination is zero, a white component is contained 

in the combination. This white component can be replaced by the WSP (Figure 2.4e) in order 

to reduce power consumption by reducing the luminance output of other colour subpixels. 

The transmission of the RGBW colour system using different approach in terms of 

transmission gain and the power saving are illustrated in Figure 2.4a, b, and c. 
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decreased. Then, a technique called pixel rendering may be needed to compensate for a 

reduction in visual resolution [101] [102]. 

For example, PenTile pixel format [103] has an innovative RGBW pixel configuration with 

fewer of pixels but a bigger pixel area to increase the overall brightness of the display. 

PenTile pixel format is a good example of the displays with a low pixel count and it needs 

the pixel rendering technique to increase the visual resolution. 

Nevertheless, pixel rendering is not discussed in detail for several reasons. Firstly, the 

computation for most proposed methods of pixel rendering [104] [105] [106] requires 

memory buffer and a data re-sampling unit. These features need a sophisticated circuit, 

which increases the area and the cost of the circuit. Secondly, the data processing of pixel 

rendering increases the data volume of the calculation and data frequency. This increases the 

power consumption of the system and becomes a drawback for an application with a limited 

battery life. Thirdly, pixel rendering greatly benefits from increasing the virtual resolution. 

The device being studied in this project has a high pixel count (853 x 480), so no virtual 

resolution is needed. For targeting the minimum system resource to implement the RGBW 

pixel configuration on the OLED microdisplay, pixel rendering is not considered in this 

research. 

2.1.2 3-to-4 data conversion 

With the exception of the pixel rendering technique, data conversion of three-to-four (3-to-4) 

is counted as an essential data processing step in a display system with the RGBW pixel 

configuration. RGB is one of the most basic colour signal formats for digital EIDs [107], one 

extra White (W) signal has to be generated for the WSP in the RGBW system. Therefore, the 

3-to-4 data conversion is called RGB-to-RGBW Conversion (RRC). The aim of the RRC is 

to either increase the luminance output or reduce the power consumption of the RGBW 

display. Therefore, selection of an optimal RRC is dependent on the front-plane technology. 

Details of the 3-to-4 data processing of different RGBW displays are discussed in       

Section 2.3. 

2.1.3 RGBW pixel configuration on EIDs with CFs 

Implementing the RGBW pixel configuration on EIDs with CFs requires a certain amount of 

effort not only in fabrication but also in data processing. The extra 50% luminance increases 

the efficiency of the display system but requires data processing of the RRC. Three common 

front-plane configurations of EIDs with CFs that use the RGBW method can be counted. 

The first type is a field sequential display with filtered colour light such as DMD with a 

White Light Source (DMD+WLS). The second type is a pixelated EID covered with a 
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Colour Filter Array (CFA), such as LCD covered with CFA and with a Back-Light Unit 

(LCD+CFA+BLU). The third example is a White OLED covered with CFA 

(WOLED+CFA). 

The benefit of DMD+WLS and LCD+CFA+BLU applied with the RGBW configuration is 

improved overall brightness. In the case of the WOLED+CFA, the RGBW pixel 

configuration offers different benefits.  

First, the white OLED covered with CFs on the colour subpixel facilitates ease of fabrication 

of the OLED layer when compared to the patterned colour subpixel with colour OLEDs 

[108] [109]. Second, this WOLED+CFA avoids differential ageing issues of the colour 

OLEDs [110]. Differential ageing is due to the different usage of pixels across the display 

panel [111]. It is caused by a long usage of some pixels, which have high luminance 

degradation from a long illumination, compared to the neighbouring pixels. Third, the WSP 

is able to increase the useful lifetime of the WOLED+CFA by lowering the overall 

luminance that needs a high current going through the pixel and speeds up the ageing of the 

organic material [112] [113]. This useful lifetime is the time taken for the overall luminance 

of the OLED device to drop to 70% or 50% of its initial luminance [114].  

In other words, the RGBW system is able to improve the overall brightness and the lifetime 

of the display by using the WSP to efficiently replace the white component in the colour 

inputs [115] [116] [117]. Furthermore, a colour OLED microdisplay using efficient single 

colour emitters is not currently available [] [118]. Hence, the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

can fill the gap, for some years to come, as the high energy efficiency microdisplay. 

 

2.2 Generic colour issues on the RGBW system 

The extra luminance from the FP-EIDs with RGBW system is derived from the WSP. 

However, the data conversion to generate the data value for the WSP is a process that 

changes the optical performance of the RGBW system directly. For this reason, the optical 

properties of the FP-EIDs must be taken into account in the data conversion. To begin with 

the optical consideration, there are two generic colour issues caused by the WSP in the 

RGBW FP-EID. They are 

i. the incorrect assumption that the Reference White (WREF) is the same as the  
unfiltered white from the WSP (WWSP) and 

ii. the incorrect use of subtractive secondary colour mixing theory. 
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2.2.1 Reference White (WREF) 

WREF is the white point composed by the maximum optical output of the colour channels in 

the ACR system of the colour FP-EID. For both non-emissive and emissive type of FP-EIDs, 

WREF is composed of three primaries, RGB. 

For non-emissive EIDs, such as LCD, R, G and B are limited by CFs that restrict the 

transmission from the backlight [119] [120]. Spectrum matching between CFs and the 

backlight can improve the transmission efficiency from the backlight and the colour of the 

white point [121] [122]. For the emissive FP-EIDs, such as OLED, it can use either three 

colour emitters to compose WREF without CFs or a white emitter with CFs [123]. 

In the RGBW system, WWSP is the unfiltered light from the transparent WSPs (without 

covered CFs). Therefore, if there is no spectrum matching between CFs and the backlight or 

between colour emitters and the white emitter, the WREF is different from WWSP. In general 

 

In terms of signal processing (Table 2.1), the colour signal inputs (R’G’B’) are equal to 

colour signal outputs (R”G”B”). In the case of RGB configuration, the optical output of the 

white composed by RGB colours (WRGB) is same as the reference white (WREF). 

Table 2.1: Comparison between RGB and RGBW pixel configuration 

 

As in the RGBW pixel configuration, there are two assumptions. Firstly, WREF is a constant 

that means the colour properties of WREF do not change with the drive levels. Secondly, the 

unfiltered white from the WSP (WWSP) is same as WREF. Therefore, the optical performance 

of the RGBW system is assumed to perform " " 	and " " 	 in the 

upper part of Table 2.1. However, in terms of the actual optics, the optical properties of 

WWSP are different from the filtered white composed by combining the RGB channels. So 

WWSP is not same as WREF in the lower part of Table 2.1. Hence WRGBW is not same as WREF. 

A summary of the consequences of making the incorrect assumption that 	 , 

which is used as the optical response of the RGBW system, is listed in Table 2.2. 

 RGB configuration RGBW configuration 
Signals W”REF = R’G’B’ 

W”RGB = R”G”B” 

W”REF = W”RGB 

W”REF = W”WSP = R’G’B’ 

W”RGBW = R”G”B”W” = (R’G’B’ – W”REF) + W”WSP 

W”REF = W”RGBW 

Optics WREF = (RINGINBIN)Filtered 

WRGB = (ROUT GOUT BOUT)Filtered 

WREF = WRGB 

WREF = (RINGINBIN)Filtered,       WWSP = (RINGINBIN)Unfiltered 

WRGBW = (ROUT GOUT BOUT) Filtered (WOUT ) Unfiltered 

            = [(RINGINBIN)Filtered - WREF] + WWSP 

WREF ≠ WWSP 

WREF ≠ WRGBW 
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Table 2.2: The summary of the consequences of making the incorrect assumption of WREF 

 

As a result, this is an incorrect application of the signal processing to predict the optical 

properties of the ACR system with the RGBW pixel configuration.  

2.2.2 CMYK mixing theory 

The second colour issue in the RGBW system concerns the use of the subtractive CMYK 

(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) mixing theory to define the white component in the RGB 

colour inputs to be replaced by the WSP. The replacement of the white component is based 

on subtractive CMYK colour mixing [124]. In Figure 2.6, the white component in RGB 

inputs (RWGWBW) is determined from the minimum value of the original RGB inputs. This 

value then becomes the input signal of the WSP to replace RWGWBW. Theoretically, the 

output signals of RGB are not only reduced but the colour performance of the RGBW system 

can be maintained the same as in the RGB system. 

 

Figure 2.6: The calculation of WSP by using subtractive CMYK colour mixing theory 

Nevertheless, as in CMYK subtractive calculation, the white component is represented by 

the unprinted substrate surface that constantly reflects a white light source. Therefore, the 

white component of the image is also constant. A colour image is generated by printing 

secondary colour CMY inks. The primary colours RGB in the colour image are generated by 

printing two overlapping secondary colours on the white substrate as in Table 2.3: 

Table 2.3: CMYK colour mixing theory 
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Cyan +  Magenta + Yellow Red, Green, Blue W – RGB Black 
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The subtractive CMYK colour mixing can be rewritten into the colour light mixing as 

described in Table 2.4: 

Table 2.4: Colour light mixing theory of CMYK printing method 

 

The negative primary colour light in the column of “Colour light mixing” in Table 2.4 means 

the secondary colour light is perceived when the negative primary is removed from the 

reflected white light. The subtraction used in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 is based on the 

constant WREF of the reflected white light from the constant reflective surface of the 

substrate. Therefore, the white component of the image content can be represented by    

W=MIN[RGB] and K=1-MIN[RGB]. This explains that the subtractive CMYK colour 

mixing theory is closely related to optical properties, which are absorption and reflection of 

colour inks and the print substrate, respectively.  

In comparison, the ACR system has an inconsistent WREF. As mentioned before, WREF is 

composed by equal drive levels (V’) of R’G’B’ that have a non-linear relationship with the 

luminance outputs (L). This non-linear response on a display system is called gamma (γ) 

[125].  

′  Eq. 2.1 

Therefore, the white component of a colour composed by RGB channels varies with the 

drive level of each colour channel. For example, the optical properties of a white colour 

(LW1) with equal RGB drive levels at 100 is not equal to twice of luminance output of 

another white colour (LW2) with equal RGB drive levels at 50. 

 

2 2 2  

 

Eq. 2.2 

Also, considering the existing problem of  	, any change in the RGB drive 

levels of a colour in the RGBW system is accompanied by a change in the optical properties 

of that colour. This means that linear subtraction or addition is not allowed without both 

gamma correction and compensation for . 

 

Printing subtraction  Reflected light Colour light mixing
W – GB  Red  W – R = GB (Cyan)  
W – RB  Green  W – G = RB (Magenta)  
W – RG  Blue  W – B = RG (Yellow)  
W – RGB  Black  W = RGB (White)  [Black = 0] 
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2.3 RRC applied to EIDs with CFs 

RRC is the essential process in generating the fourth subpixel in a RGBW system. The 

algorithm of the RRC also relates to the optical output of the display system. As there are 

two generic colour issues in the RGBW system, RRC developmental research also concerns 

the compensation of these colour issues. In this section, reviewed RRCs according to the 

front-plane technology of EIDs are classified by their colour generation method. General 

ideas of each RRC applied to different front-plane technologies are briefly summarized. The 

applicability of each technology, focused on the OLED microdisplay with the concept of 

Display-System-on-a-Chip (DSoC) (Section 3.1), is discussed at the end of this section. 

2.3.1 RRC applied to field sequential displays 

A data conversion of 3-to-4 for the RGBW system applied to a time domain field-sequential 

colour projection system proposed by Kunzman in US Patent 6256425 (Kunzman2001) 

[126] aims to improve the overall brightness of the system. The white component in the 

colour inputs is calculated using YUV6 colour space, and its output format is expressed as a 

time division of the white sector. In YUV colour space, the luma information (Y) and colour 

information (U, V) [ 127 ] are separated. Therefore, the luminance can be calculated 

independently. However, this algorithm requires accurate calibration of the intensity of the 

white and colour sectors, hence, complicating the system. In addition, this RRC assumes the 

data input signal as YUV, rather than RGB colour space. Therefore, the calculated results 

have to be converted back to RGB format. This colour space conversion increases the size 

and cost of the signal processing circuit.  

Morgan et al. in US Patent 6453067 (Morgan2002) [128] also suggest an RRC for the colour 

projection system but using the RGB colour space in the calculation. This RRC aims to 

obtain maximum intensity of outputs. In Morgan2002, the given time of the white sector 

refers to the minimum value of the RGB colour inputs. Moreover a hue error, which is 

caused by the addition of the white sector, is also mentioned by Morgan et al. The solution is 

to restore the original colour ratio (R:G:B) of the colour inputs by adjusting the intensity of 

RGB inputs, which involves some sophisticated calculations. Also, the hue correction 

assumes that the white point of unfiltered light is same as that of filtered light, hence 

inheriting the generic colour issue of the inconsistent reference white.  

                                                      
6 YUV is a colour space model used in analogue colour television encoding systems such as PAL. 
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To summarize RRCs applied to field-sequential displays are time-domain based. The output 

of the calculation is a time division of the sectors that aims to increase the overall luminance 

of the display system. The content of the above patents both consider the colour issues of the 

unfiltered light and try to compensate for those issues. However, they are specific to colour 

projection systems, which use mains power and have rich system resources with which to 

implement the complex calculations. Therefore, those RRCs are not suitable for 

implementation in the OLED microdisplay with the DSoC concept. 

2.3.2 RRC applied to LCDs 

Examples of 3-to-4 data conversion for RGBW systems on LCD are fairly common. For the 

application of the RGBW pixel configuration in an LCD covered with a CFA, a data 

conversion proposed by Tanioka in US Patent 5929843 (Tanioka1999) [129] uses a well-

known subtractive CMYK approach. This RRC aims to increase the overall brightness of the 

display image by finding out the white component in the colour inputs by a subtraction from 

a minimum value of colour inputs. Then, the white component represented by the value of 

the WSP is activated according to the brightness level of the colour inputs. However, the 

RRC presented in Tanioka1999 is not an ideal conversion to compensate for those colour 

issues caused by the inconsistent reference white and an incorrect use of subtractive CMYK 

colour mixing theory in the calculation. The method of Tanioka1999 is highly applicable to 

the OLED microdisplay with the DSoC concept, thus, Tanioka1999 is further discussed in 

Section 2.4.1. 

Another application of the RGBW pixel configuration in an LCD covered with a CFA is 

advocated by S.D. Lee et al. in US Patent 20030151694 (Lee2003) [ 130 ]. As with 

Tanioka1999, Lee2003 aims to increase the overall brightness of the LCD and suggests that 

the white component is calculated with reference to the minimum value of the colour inputs. 

In addition, Lee2003 acknowledge the colour saturation loss caused by the additional WSP. 

Hence, different weighting factors are applied to preserve the colour saturation according to 

the colour domains of the colour input. Lee2003 try to resolve the problem of incorrect use 

of CMYK colour mixing but the issue of the inconsistent reference white is not resolved. 

More details of Lee2003 are discussed in Section 2.4.3. 

With regard to Lee2003, a modified conversion proposed by Lo et al. in US Patent 

20060146351 (Lo2006) [131] aims not only to improve the overall brightness of the display 

but also claims to reduce the variation of simultaneous contrast of a displayed image caused 

by different weighting factors in different colour domains. In particular a backlight control 

unit is used with the RRC in order to preserve the simultaneous contrast of the display 
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image. On the whole, the method from Lo2006 is more complication than Lee2003. 

Therefore, Lo2006 is not suitable for implementation on the OLED microdisplay with DSoC 

concept. 

Another related invention is presented by B.W. Lee in US Patent 20040046725 (Lee2004) 

[132]. The calculation of the four outputs of the subpixels varies with the magnitude of the 

grey levels including maximum grey, minimum grey and equal grey. Also, a selector is 

implemented into the design to activate the WSP only in still pictures by comparing the data 

in the current frame with the previous frame, but to deactivate the WSP in motion pictures. 

In that case, Lee2004 is a flexible RRC aiming not only to improve the overall brightness but 

also the power saving ability of the display.  

Lee2004, together with Tanioka1999, Lee2003 and Lo2006 use the RGB colour space to 

calculate the value of each WSP. The RGB colour space [] is a colour model commonly used 

in monitor display systems and it therefore eliminates the colour space conversion in many 

EIDs. However, luminance information and chromatic information are not separated in the 

RGB colour space. Other colour space models are suggested to improve the accuracy of the 

data conversion. 

A method using YCbCr 7  colour space [], which has luminance information (Y) and 

chromatic information (CbCr) separated, is suggested by Han et al. in US Patent 

20040036704 (Han2004) [133]. The conversion aims to improve the brightness and contrast 

of the display image, and to preserve the hue of the display image. However, the algorithm 

itself involves complex computation in the conversion from RGB to YCbCr, and from 

YCbCr to RGB. These conversions need an optimal circuit design to eliminate the use of 

multipliers [134] [135].  

Another colour space used in RRC is presented by Kwak et al. in US Patent 20090046307 

(Kwak2009) [136]. The fourth output in Kwak2009 is calculated using HSV (Hue Saturation 

Value) colour space, which is an intuitive colour model of human vision. This RRC involves 

data conversion from RGB to HSV. The saturation and value of the colour input is counted. 

Also, RGB colour inputs are not modified in Kwak2009. Therefore, this system obtains the 

maximum luminance output and colour saturation. The drawback of this system is that the 

colour space conversions from RGB to HSV, and back, are complicated and costly.  

 

                                                      
7 YCbCr is a colour space model used in an international digital component video standard 
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In summary, the main purpose of these RRCs is generally to improve the overall brightness 

of RGBW LCDs by white enhancement. The methods of how RRCs implement the 3-to-4 

conversion and preserve the colour saturation during the data conversion are useful 

references for development of the RRC on the OLED microdisplay composed with white 

OLED and CFs. All of the inventions acknowledge the generic colour issues and try to 

compensate for the those issues by considering the different colour domains, grey level 

requirement, and changing the working colour space to seek accurate 3-to-4 data conversion. 

However, excepting Tanioka1999, the RRCs mentioned above are too complicated to be 

implemented on the OLED microdisplay with the DSoC concept. 

2.3.3 RRC applied to OLEDs 

In contrast, the approach of the RRC applied to OLEDs is different from that applied to 

LCDs that, in general, have a constant backlight no matter what image content is displayed. 

But this is not the case for the OLED; the power consumption depends on the image content. 

An example of RGBW applied to the white OLED with CFs is proposed by Choi et al. in US 

20040222999 (Choi2004) [137] which aims to improve power efficiency by replacing the 

white component of the colour inputs with the WSP. In this RRC, there are four components. 

They are (i) de-gamma unit, (ii) remapping unit, (iii) white replacement unit and (iv) reverse-

gamma unit. The remapping unit is similar to that of Lee2003 – the colour data are 

multiplied by a scaling factor in order to remap into the extended colour space by the 

additional WSP. Choi2004 sets the gamma correction in each single calculation to 

compensate for the incorrect use of subtractive CMYK colour mixing theory, but it cannot 

avoid the effect of the inconsistent reference white. Also, Choi2004 requires several 

multiplications in the algorithm which may not be ideal case to minimize the bit size of the 

data being processed. 

Another example of RGBW applied to a white OLED with CFs is proposed by Murdoch et 

al. in US Patent 20040263528 (Murdoch2004) [138]. In this RRC, the value of the WSP is 

calculated using CIE tristimulus values (XYZ). The advantage of using XYZ to calculate the 

value of the WSP is a high accuracy of data conversion related to the optical properties of the 

display. However, all RGB inputs have to be converted into XYZ for the calculation. And 

the conversion involves floating point values and a negative value. This increases the 

complexity of the circuit implementation and so reduces its attraction for a DSoC approach. 

A simpler method to convert data from 3-to-4 for white OLED with CFs is suggested by 

Hamer et al. in US Patent 20080252797 (Hamer2008) [139]. In this RRC, the value of the 

WSP is looked up from the intensity LUTs of each colour (RGBW), which are measured 
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using a colorimeter and the results are stored in memory. Because the optical measurement is 

involved, Hamer2008 claims the data conversion offers excellent colour consistency after the 

white replacement. More details of Hamer2008 are discussed in Section 2.4.4. 

In brief, the approach of the RRCs applied to OLED towards to the white replacement, 

which improves power efficiency of the display system, rather than the white enhancement, 

which improve the overall brightness of the display system. 

 

2.4 RRC algorithms review 

With regard to the appropriateness of the RRC applied to different front-plane technologies, 

a review of chosen RRC algorithms and their advantages leads towards the selection of a 

RRC that is suitable to implement on the OLED microdisplay with the DSoC concept.   

2.4.1 Canon-RRC 

Back to the early 90s, a Japanese Patent (JP) with Publication No. JP 05-241551 related to 

the RGBW LCD was filed by Canon Inc. in 1991. It is a prior art of the United State (US) 

patent presented by Tanioka in 1999 (Tanioka1999). The RRC in this invention, called 

“Canon-RRC”, is discussed in this section. This RRC is applied to a ferroelectric LCD 

covered with a CFA. A white filter inserted in the RGB system aims to increase the 

brightness of the LCD. The basic algorithm of the Canon-RRC is shown as below8: 

^"

^'"

^'"

^'"

]'''[^

WW

WBB

WGG

WRR

BGRMINW








 

where 
W” is the WSP output, 
 R’G’B’ are colour subpixel inputs, 
R”G”B” are colour subpixel outputs, 
W^ are intermediate value of the WSP, and 
MIN[R’G’B’] are the minimum value of R’G’B’. 

 

                                                      

8 For easy comparison among algorithms and for consistency of reading each algorithm, all colour 

input signals are denoted with single prime and all colour output signals are denoted with double 

prime. Moreover, any intermediate values of processed colour signals are denoted with ^. Lastly, any 

capital letters without any sign represent the colours perceived by human eyes. Examples of the signal 

notation are listed below: 

Representation of the denote Denotation 

Colour input signals (Red, Green, Blue ,White) R’,G’,B’,W’ 

Colour output signals (Red, Green, Blue ,White) R”,G”,B”,W” 

Intermediate values of processed colour signals (Red, Green, Blue ,White) R^, G^, B^, W^ 

Colours perceived by human (Red, Green, Blue ,White) R, G, B, W 
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For the simplest algorithm in the Canon-RRC, all the colour outputs are calculated from the 

result of a subtraction of the minimum RGB inputs. The white component of the data inputs 

is represented by the WSP. In order to avoid the dot effect by just switching on a WSP in a 

dark area, only RGB colour pixels are turned on in dark areas. For bright content, all four 

subpixels are enabled. However, the value of the WSP is calculated from the minimum value 

of the RGB inputs by applying the subtractive CMYK colour mixing theory. This means 

Canon-RRC inherits the generic colour issue from the incorrect use of CMYK colour mixing 

theory. The summary of three different modifications of the Canon-RRC presented in 

Tanioka1999 area illustrated in Figure 2.7 and the basic algorithm of the Canon-RRC with a 

minimal system resource to complete the data conversion is shown in Figure 2.7a. 

Furthermore, there is a modified Canon-RRC that adds a non-linear conversion LUT to the 

white channel to define the non-linear relationship between W and the RGB colour inputs 

(Figure 2.7b). This functional block is intended to minimize any colour error from applying 

the subtractive CMYK colour mixing theory in the ACR system. 

For an advanced system resource, a matrix unit containing changeable parameters to replace 

the subtractors in the invention is suggested as another modification. Those parameters aim 

to compensate for the inconsistent reference white in the RGBW system (Figure 2.7c).  

Therefore, this modification gives up the original proposed invention using subtractive 

CMYK colour mixing theory in order to adapt the complex optical properties of the LCD. 

In conclusion, the basic algorithm of the Canon-RRC applied to LCD aims to enhance the 

output luminance but is not intended to preserve the hue and saturation of the original colour 

inputs. However, it is highly applicable to the DSoC approach. A modification of the  

Canon-RRC is suggested in Chapter 3 in order to fit the unique features of the OLED 

microdisplay. 
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2.4.4 Kodak-RRC 

In contrast to the complexity of the Samsung-RRC, the RRC applied to OLED proposed by 

Hamer et al. in US Patent 20080252797 (Hamer2008) [] is simple and is called    “Kodak-

RRC” here. This RRC aims to replace the white component in the colour inputs by 

converting RGB inputs to relative “Intensity-to-Drive-Level” of white (WR,WG,WB), where 

they have the same intensity output of white subpixel on the displays. In other words, using 

the physical parameter – luminance Y, is used to define the value of the colour outputs by 

using: 

 , 

where 

YW is the luminance of the white for the display, and 

YRGB are the luminance of the colour primaries. 

 

This formula is further extended to: 

 

where  

YR’G’B’ are the luminance of colour primaries, regarded as the same luminance of the 
white subpixel in RGBW system, and 

YWSP is the luminance of the white subpixel.  

 

Hamer et al. claimed the measured intensity values give excellent conversion results. 

However, there is no mention of any optical feedback system in the patent to maintain the 

accuracy of the physical parameter after a colour shift caused by OLED ageing [144]. 

Therefore, the accuracy of the Kodak-RRC is not forever. A summary of Kodak-RRC is 

illustrated in Figure 2.11. 

Clearly, the algorithm used in Kodak-RRC is a simple than Samsung-RRC – no complex 

arithmetic operands are involved. Nevertheless, a measurement of the colour inputs is 

needed during the manufacturing of the display using Kodak-RRC in order to establish the 

relationship of drive level signal and intensity of the four colours. Therefore, this RRC needs 

some memories to store the LUTs. It is possible to be applied to the RGBW OLED 

microdisplay. 

In conclusion, Kodak-RRC is a simple algorithm and is possible to be implemented on the 

OLED microdisplay with the DSoC approach.  
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In conclusion, the RRC used for the RGBW OLED microdisplay with the DSoC approach 

should minimize arithmetic operations and memory usage to achieve the white replacement 

and minimize the colour change after the white enhancement.  
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3 New RRC for RGBW OLED microdisplay 

The previous chapter explained the reasoning behind using the RGBW approach in different 

EIDs and some examples of selected RRCs applied to different RGBW EIDs. This chapter 

focuses on the specific RRC developed here for the specific technology of the OLED 

microdisplay. The design of DSoC with regard to the OLED microdisplay is introduced in 

Section 3.1. Based on the architecture of DSoC approach, Section 3.2 introduces the 

algorithm – a Compact and Efficient RRC (CE-RRC). Then, the architecture of the CE-RRC 

and the key elements within the architecture are explained in detail in Section 3.3. 

 

3.1 DSoC design applied to OLED microdisplay  

Introduced by Underwood [145], DSoC design can be understood as a display technology 

with a high level of overall integration. This approach aims to integrate all the electrical and 

electro-optical components that are necessary to form a complete display system, on the 

CMOS Active Matrix back-plane. 

The design approach of DSoC is ideally implemented on microdisplays. OLED 

microdisplay, two other types of microdisplays fabricated on CMOS, namely LCoS and 

DMD, require a separate chip to drive an external light source to form a complete display 

system. As those two types of microdisplay cannot fulfil the above requirements of DSoC, 

OLED microdisplay has a high potential to achieve to DSoC status. Furthermore, the OLED 

microdisplay being studied in this project is the Active Matrix back-plane of OLED 

(AMOLED) microdisplays fabricated on C-Si CMOS. Compared with other active matrix 

back-plane technologies such as a-Si and p-Si back-plane technologies, C-Si CMOS back-

plane has a high integration capability [] [146]. 

The advantage of microdisplays using the design approach of DSoC is similar to the 

advantage of a purely electronic system using the design approach of “System-on-a-chip” 

(SoC). It is understood as a large integrated circuit on a single semiconductor chip containing 

a stand-alone electronics system with different functional blocks [147]. Both designs are 

fabricated in CMOS [148] [149] and are considered to be low power designs [150] because 

all their electronic components are built within the chip so that they are interconnected, 

fewer I/O pin connections are needed in the system. An illustration of the similarity between 

SoC and DSoC is shown in Figure 3.1. The interdependencies among the functional blocks 
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Furthermore, the hue and colour saturation of the colour inputs should be maintained during 

the process of white component replacement. The accuracy of the RRC used to achieve this 

white replacement and preservation of the colour information depends on the available 

system resources. In a low cost, low power DSoC-based RGBW OLED microdisplay, a 

Compact and Efficient RGB-to-RGBW Conversion (CE-RRC) is necessary to generate the 

data value for the WSP.  

The new RRC uses the Canon-RRC as a foundation for further development. However, as 

the Canon-RRC suffers from the incorrect assumption of a constant reference white and an 

incorrect use of subtractive secondary colour mixing, the new CE-RRC corrects these issues. 

As with the Canon-RRC, the computation in the CE-RRC executes within the RGB colour 

space in order to eliminate the system resource required to implement colour space 

conversion. In addition, the neglect of colour preservation in the Canon-RRC is compensated 

by adding a weighting factor, WSP%, to cover the generic colour issues in the RGBW 

system. The new CE-RRC is as follows: 

	

	

 

" ′ ′ ′ % 

" ′ " 

" ′ "	

" ′ " 

 
 
 

 
Eq. 3.2 

  
where W” is the output of the WSP,  

 R”G”B” are the colour outputs, 

 R’G’B’ are the colour inputs, 

 MIN[R’G’B’] is the minimum value of R’,G’ and B’, and 

 WSP% is the weighting factor of the WSP with regard to the colour inputs. 
 

The CE-RRC involves no existing colour space conversion (such as from RGB to YUV or 

vice versa), thus, it can be considered a low power design [158]. Also, the CE-RRC 

algorithm involves only one multiplication. In comparison with other RRCs discussed in 

Chapter 2, the proposed CE-RRC is a low overhead design.  

In summary, this CE-RRC achieves two significant goals. They are: 

i. data conversion from 3-to-4 coordinates using minimum system resource,  
ii. application of the WSP% to compensate the generic colour issue inherent in the 

RGBW system. 
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3.3 Architecture of the CE-RRC 

The architecture of the CE-RRC (Figure 3.4) comprises five elements. They are (i) colour 

group identification, (ii) weighting assignment, (iii) white extraction, (iv) WSP modification 

and (v) RGB adjustment. Firstly, colour group identification is a process used to classify the 

R’G’B’ inputs into different groups. Secondly, a specific weighting is assigned for each 

colour group. Thirdly, a white component contained in colour input signals is extracted and 

it becomes a value of the WSP. Fourth, this value is modified by the weighting factor that 

pertains to a particular colour group. Finally, this modified WSP becomes W” and it is used 

to adjust R’G’B’ inputs to form the R”G”B”W” outputs. The five elements are now 

discussed in detail in Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.5. 

 

Figure 3.4: The architecture of the CE-RRC 

 

3.3.1 Colour Group Identification 

The colour group identification is implemented using minimal system resources, so that there 

is no conversion from the RGB colour space to others. However, an alternative pseudo 

colour space conversion is proposed to separate the colour and luminance information of the 

RGB inputs by their intensity levels.  

In order to develop a pseudo colour space conversion, two methods of colour data 

conversion proposed by Ito in US Patent 4989080 (Ito1991) [159] and S.D. Lee et al. in US 

Patent 5867286 (Lee1999) [160] are considered.  

Ito1991 is the method a colour printing machine uses to convert a RGB format to a CMY 

format. The problem of the colour error introduced during the data conversion from additive 

colour mixing to subtractive colour mixing is considered. The colour error is resolved by 

applying two techniques. Firstly, colour inputs are separated into different hue regions. 

Secondly, colour correction parameters are assigned according to the hue region of the 

colour inputs. Then the values of the colour outputs CMY are obtained. 

The method of Lee1999 implements the colour correction for a broadcasting signal display 

in a CRT. Lee1999 adapts the concept from Ito1991 and modifies it to real-time image 

processing for TVs. Lee1999 claims that all colour inputs are indexed into different colour 

regions on a 2-D colour plane. Then their index values are store in a LUT. Based on these 

values, a set of transformation coefficients is assigned to define the relationship of RGB with 

R’G’B’ 
input

Colour group 
identification

Weighting
assignment

White content 
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3.3.1.3 Three-Dimensional colour intensity mapping 

After the transformation of RGB inputs to CIL combinations, the 2-D CIL combination map 

is further transformed into 3-D pseudo colour space. With regard to the methods suggested 

by Ito1991 and Lee1999, the 2-D colour map is converted into a 3-D colour model by 

defining each colour region according to its combination of colours. In the case of the      

CE-RRC, the third dimension is determined by the CIL. The 3-D model of the colour sector 

against a colour section is shown below: 

 

Figure 3.7: 3-D colour space of the universal colour sector 

In Figure 3.7a, the 3-D model is composed of a colour sector (horizontal surface filled with 

grey colour) and a hue section (vertical surface filled with gradient colour). Also, in this 3-D 

colour space model, there are three colour sections. 

Figure 3.7b shows the top view of each hue section located on the colour sector. Then, a 

straight line connected from N colour to either 1o or 2o colour represents a hue. Each hue has 

its variation in saturation and values, just like the HSV model. “Section 1” is a line 

representing colour change from the neutral grey to any primary colour, such as RGB. 

“Section 2” is a line representing colour change from the neutral grey to any secondary 

colour such as CMY. Finally, “Section 3” is a line representing colour changed from the 

neutral grey to the transition colour, that is the colour setting in the middle of the sector’s 

arc. 
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The variation in saturation and values are contained on the vertical surface of the hue section 

illustrated in Figure 3.7c. CIL combinations are allocated to colour sections according to the 

rules listed in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: The allocation rules of CIL combinations to each Colour Section 

 

According to Figure 3.7, the CIL colour model is considered as an alternative to the RGB 

model – a pseudo HSV colour model. This CIL colour model tries to separate the luminance 

and chromatic information in order to obtain a high accuracy from the RRC, which is 

expected only when processing the luminance data. 

Whilst conversion of the RGB inputs to CIL combinations does not have the high 

discrimination of other conversions such as “RGB to HSV” or “RGB to XYZ”, only three 

very small sizes of LUT and a few arithmetic operations are involved in this alternative 

conversion thus offering a benefit by lowing power consumption in the final implementation 

of CE-RRC. The implementation of CE-RRC is described in Chapter 5. As a result, the CIL 

conversion offers a simple DSoC microdisplay – compatible trade off between colour 

conversion accuracy and cost of system. 

3.3.2 Weighting assignment 

For white replacement in the CE-RRC, each CIL combination is considered as an individual 

colour region which represents white component information regarding a specific ratio of 

R:G:B. The white replacement is restricted by this ratio and the restricting factor is called 

WSP%, that is, the weighting factor to control the final value of RGBW outputs. In the case 

of the CE-RRC, the WSP% multiplies with the white offset, which is the minimum value of 

the RGB inputs, to compute the value of the W” (Eq. 3.2). 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, due to the generic colour issue of the RGBW system there is, in 

general, an inherent colour error during the 3-to-4 data conversion. When WSP% is 0% no 

white enhancement from the WSP contributes to the colour outputs. Hence, the expected 

RGB output colour (CRGB) and the RGBW output colour (CRGBW) are identical, and no colour 

error (CError) is involved. 

Hue eection Horizontal Vertical

Section 1 (N  1o) {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL} {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1}

Section 2 (N  2o) {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL, NLEVEL} {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1}

Section 3 (N  T) Initial: {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL, NLEVEL}
Then: {NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL}

{NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1, NLEVEL-1}

Note: NLEVEL-1 represents the lower level of CIL and NLEVEL represents the upper level of CIL. 
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In order to reduce the error during the data conversion and to maintain the final optical ratio 

of (R”+W”):(G”+W”):(B”+W”) the same as the optical ratio of R’:G’:B’ in the RGBW 

colour system, the white component contained in the RGB inputs is reduced by a weighting 

factor, WSP%. Therefore, the value of WSP% is also considered to be a trade-off between 

the white replacement and the colour error. 

In considering the trade-off, the original CE-RRC algorithm (Eq. 3.2) is rewritten as: 

" ′ ′ ′ ′ ↔  

" ′ " ′ ↔  

" ′ " ′ ↔ 	

" ′ " ′ ↔  

Eq. 3.4 

where ′ ↔  and ′ ↔ , ,  represent the compensation signals of the optical 

transformation error of ↔  and ↔  respectively. 

Besides, the optical transformation error depends on which hue section (which contains 

number of constant CIL and number of varying CIL) is involved in the conversion. Table 3.2 

shows the relationship between the number of colour errors and different hue sections, and 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the possible CIL variations (dotted line arrow) in different colour 

groups. 

Table 3.2: Number of colour errors in different hue sections 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Variations of the CIL in different colour groups 

Accordingly, the magnitude of CError is increased when the number of varying CIL is 

increased, hence, smaller WSP% is applied in order to reduce the effect from the white 

replacement contributing from the WSP. Therefore, the reduction of WSP% is proportional 

Variation of CIL in a set of level combination Section 1
(N1o)

Section 2
(NT)

Section 3
(N2o)

Segment
centre (N)

No. of constant CIL 1 1 2 3

No. of  varying CIL 2 2 1 0

Magnitude of  error involved in  no. of  varying CIL 2 1~2 1 0
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In general, optical measurement standards applied to EIDs [] [] use a single pair of colour 

coordinates rather than specify the MacAdam ellipse as a model of the colour tolerance in 

routine measurements. In contrast, the measurement standard used in the solid state lighting 

(SSL) industry by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) [ 162 ] specifies the 

MacAdam ellipse as the colour tolerance model. This SSL standard is the standard 

specifically for white light generated by a solid-state electroluminescent source. It can be 

applied to the optical measurement of the OLED microdisplay since OLED devices can be 

used as light sources [] [163]. Also, the model of the MacAdam ellipse can help clearly to 

explain the calculation of the WSP%. 

In this thesis, to simplify the computation and achieve a higher degree of the colour 

tolerance, the MacAdam ellipse is modified to give a circle (Figure 3.11) by applying only 

the minor radius rather than both major and minor radii of the ellipse. The use of the minor 

radius is analogous to the use of “colour deviation” in the display standards listed in Table 

1.4. 

Every colour generated by an RGBW pixel (CRGBW) can be analysed in terms of the 

“simplified MacAdam ellipse” here called the “colour tolerance circle” ( Figure 3.12). 

 

Figure 3.12: Colour tolerance circle 

In Figure 3.12, the colour difference obtained by adding WSP can be calculated by applying 

Eq. 1.4 and is expressed as: 

∆ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′  Eq. 3.5 

Under these circumstances, provided that CRGBW stays within the colour tolerance circle, 

CRGBW “looks the same as” CRGB. In terms of signal processing, the ratio of colour outputs 

(R”+W”):(G”+W”):(B”+W”) should be close to that of the colour inputs R’:G’:B’ with the 

result that CRGBW is visually similar to CRGB. 

CRGB

Tolerance of adding WSP
(∆u’T v’T)

Within shadow (<∆u’T v’T) 
CRGB≈CRGBW

Outside shadow (<∆u’T v’T) 
CRGB≠CRGBW CIE 1976 UCS coordinates

CRGB (u’RGB , v’RGB )
CRGBW (u’RGBW , v’RGBW )
WWSP (u’WSP , v’WSP )

WWSPCRGBW

Percentage-off
of WSP%

ErrorWSP ↔REF + ErrorWSP↔RGB CRGB : Colour composed by 
RGB subpixels

CRGBW : Colour composed by 
RGBW subpixels

WWSP : White composed by 
WSP
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3.3.2.3 Weighting factor (WSP%) 

Because the colour issues of the RGBW system inherently give transformation error in the 

RRC, the drive level of the WSP has to be decreased in order to maintain the 

indistinguishable colour difference for viewing purposes. A compensation weighting factor 

WSP% is applied to the CE-RRC to reduce colour variation caused by the transformation 

error. This WSP% is calculated in two stages. 

The first stage is to define the transformation errors by measuring the CIE tristimulus values 

of CRGB and CRGBW with WSP fully turned on. The CIE tristimulus values of the 

transformation errors are expressed as: 

G  

 

 

Eq. 3.6 

where XYZRGBW are the measured tristimulus values of the colour composed by RGBW 
pixels with fully WSP turned ON (WSP-ON), 

 XYZRGB are the measured tristimulus values of the colour composed by RGBW 
pixels with WSP turned OFF (WSP-OFF), 

 XYZERROR are the unknown tristimulus values of transformation errors. 

By re-arranging Eq. 3.6, Eq. 3.7 is obtained: 

G  

 

 

Eq. 3.7 

Since the tristimulus value Y is the luminance data, the purpose of calculating the white 

component of the RGBW data, using the Y data in the WSP% estimation is more relevant to 

maintain constant luminance across a transition from WSP-ON to WSP-OFF or vice versa. 

Hence, the second stage is that the WSP% can be calculated directly as: 

% 100% Eq. 3.8 

Or WSP% can be simply looked upon as the luminance ratio of :  . 

This calculated value of WSP% is based on the comparison of the maximum luminance of 

the WSP and the white composed by the RGB channels, so that this WSP% includes 

tolerance of the transformation errors considered in Eq. 3.6. However, this tolerance refers to 

the neutral colour that has equal magnitudes in each of the RGB channels. Non-neutral 
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colours (1o, 2o and T) have to take into account additional transformation errors from the 

colour subpixel (Figure 3.13) driven by different levels which have to be account for in the 

WSP%.  

 

Figure 3.13: Generic colour errors in neutral and non-neutral colours 

In Figure 3.13 CERROR does not cover E1 and E2. Therefore,  in Eq. 3.8 has to be 

increased. This increment depends on the magnitude of error (EMag) involved in a number of 

varying CIL as shown in Table 3.2. As a result, Eq. 3.8 is rewritten as: 

% 100% Eq. 3.9 

An example of the WSP% applied to each CIL combination and the potential of the white 

replacement of each colour region are illustrated in Figure 3.14.  

  

Figure 3.14: Examples of applying WSP% in CIL combinations 

 

WSP%R G B WR WG WB

R G BCCOM

WSP%R G B
WR WG WB

R G

E2

E1

B
CCOM

CError

↔ ↔  

Neutral colour

Total colour error = CERROR

Total colour compensation = CCOM

CERROR = CCOM , CRGB = CRGBW

Non-neutral colour

Total colour error = CERROR+ E1 + E2

E1 : Colour variation from the 1st varying CIL
E2 : Colour variation from the 2nd varying CIL
If CERROR = CCOM C, then CRGB ≠ CRGBW

∴ New CCOM = CERROR+ E1 + E2

Inputs Outputs

CError
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In Figure 3.14, the WSP% is decreased when the CIL is decreased. This is based on the 

Weber’s law Eq. 3.10 [164] human vision is more sensitive to the low brightness. Any 

change in luminance is easy to be distinguished. 

∆
 Eq. 3.10 

where 

x is the magnitude of stimulus 

  xo is the initial of stimulus and it is a constant 

Δx is an increment of the magnitude of x to give a just noticeable different 

 k is the Weber fraction and it a constant proportional to fraction of Δx/x. 

 

3.3.3 White component extraction 

Ideally, the output signal of the WSP calculated from the CE-RRC aims not only to replace 

the white component in the RGB colour inputs, but also to preserve the original colour 

information. The value of this signal can be defined by a two-step process. Firstly, the 

luminance and chromatic information contained inside the colour inputs should be separated. 

Secondly, after the luminance information is obtained, the WSP% is assigned to reduce the 

value of the drive level of the WSP. Therefore, the white component contained inside the 

RGB inputs should be extracted first. 

For the ACR system using the RGB format for the colour inputs, the input signals are 

defined in the RGB colour space such that the luminance and colour information are merged 

together. Also, the RGB colour space of the ACR system is a device dependent model that 

means the tristimulus values of the ACR system are different on different devices. The RGB 

colour space can be converted into CIE tristimulus values [165] as shown in Eq. 3.11. 
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 Eq. 3.11 

where 

RGB are the drive signals for the EID, X,Y,ZRGBmax are the tristimulus values of each 
optical output at the maximum drive level, and XYZ are the CIE tristimulus values 
of the EID. 

The converted tristimulus values of the RGB inputs can be further converted to chromaticity 

coordinates of CIE u’v’ to be plotted on the 2-D chromaticity diagram as shown in Figure 

3.15. 
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The minimum tristimulus values (X,Y,ZMIN_RGB) of CRGB in Eq. 3.12 represent the white 

component of the RGB inputs and these values are expected to be replaced by the same level 

of tristimulus values from the WSP. 

3.3.4 WSP modification 

After the minimum value (white component) of RGB inputs are found, it becomes a drive 

level of the WSP, denoted as W”. However, it has to be modified in order to reduce the 

colour issues inherent in the RGBW system. The real W” is obtained by: 

" % Eq. 3.13 

3.3.5 RGB adjustment 

After W” is calculated, the R’G’B’ are adjusted to form R”, G”, B” as the output signals of 

the RGBW system by: 

" ′ " 

" ′ " 

" ′ " 

Eq. 3.14 

 

3.4 Summary 

With the aim of developing a highly integrated low power DSoC, a very compact and 

efficient data conversion is proposed to generate the fourth output for the WSP in the RGBW 

pixel configuration. This data conversion, called CE-RRC, aims to optimize the luminance 

output of the WSP in order to average the other luminance outputs from the colour subpixel. 

This should significantly increase the overall power efficiency of an RGBW OLED 

microdisplay. 

The CE-RRC involves a substantial modification of the Canon-RRC and has several 

advantages over other RRCs, in particular, with regard to using minimum system resources. 

In the trade-off between system resource and image quality, the former is given higher 

priority but the aim is to produce little or no noticeable change in the image. The colour 

model of the CE-RRC is innovated as the pseudo HSV colour space, but with regard to the 

CIE chromaticity map.  

In short, colour inputs are first converted into bands of colour intensity level (e.g. LMH). 

Each level combination belongs to one colour region that is assigned a specific weighting 

factor WSP% as a percentage to define the value of the WSP. If a higher WSP% is applied, 
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higher luminance from the WSP is required to average the other operating voltages of the 

other colour outputs. The percentage is calculated based on the saturation and brightness 

information of a particular colour region to avoid any significant colour variation after white 

replacement by the WSP.  

The CE-RRC may neglect the colour tolerance among colour sectors because only the 

intensity ratio among the RGB inputs is concerned. However, the universal colour sector 

reduces the data volume being processed within the computation. Considering the trade off 

between the simplicity of computation and performance, the former criteria is taken as first 

priority in the RGBW OLED microdisplay. However, the performance of the CE-RRC must 

achieve acceptable image quality. The term “acceptable image quality” is defined in terms of 

a negligible colour shift as a consequence of applying the CE-RRC on the RGBW pixel 

configuration of the OLED microdisplay. 
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4 Software simulation 

In the previous chapter, the architecture of CE-RRC was fully explained. In this chapter, an 

image simulation is carried out using a software platform to demonstrate the image quality of 

the CE-RRC. This is followed by a complex hardware implementation on an OLED 

microdisplay. A co-design flow is applied to speed up the algorithm development. This 

design flow involves two platforms – software and hardware. The software platform uses 

Matlab to finish the image simulation at an early stage of the development. After the image 

simulation is proven, the Matlab codes are converted into hardware codes that are able to 

implement the algorithm on a real time hardware platform. At this stage, actual RGBW 

optical data can be measured. More details of the hardware platform are discussed in  

Chapter 5. 

The idea of the co-design is summarised in Section 4.1. The computation architecture of the 

CE-RRC is then discussed in Section 4.2 and the RGBW image simulation is presented in 

Section 4.3. Finally, an estimation of the power saving of the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

based on the simulated images, is discussed in Section 4.4. 

 

4.1 Co-design used in CE-RRC development 

Co-design flow, comprising software and hardware design flows, is a technique to speed up 

the process of development and analysis of a real time system [166]. In order to test the real 

time performance of the CE-RRC on the RGBW OLED microdisplay, the algorithm used 

here had to be implemented on a hardware platform known as Field-Programmable Gate 

Array (FPGA). This platform contains an array of programmable logic cells embedded in a 

programmable interconnection matrix [167]. It allows us to prototype and optimise the 

digital circuit implementation of the CE-RRC in advance of the time consuming, expensive 

and risky development of an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) [168]. The 

architecture of CE-RRC can be implemented as a particular configuration of functional 

blocks of the FPGA. The configuration of those functional blocks describes the behaviour of 

the CE-RRC.  

The process of debugging in the hardware circuit design is more time consuming than a 

software platform. Therefore, high-level modelling software is first used to simulate the 

mathematical model in the early stages of the algorithm development. The software platform 

helps to prove the feasibility of the algorithm before hardware circuit design [169] [170]. 
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the monitor is an important stage in the evaluating CE-RRC functionality. The evaluation at 

this stage focuses on any further image distortion because some accuracy of the data is lost 

in the switch from floating-point number to fixed-point calculation. This is a key part of the 

trade-off between performance and a low-cost system.  

Once the second image evaluation is satisfactory, the software model is converted to a 

hardware programme code that fits the specification of the FPGA platform used in this 

project. Many different FPGA programmes are available in the circuit design market. In this 

work, a digital signal processing (DSP) development board from Altera, and FPGA design 

software called “Quartus II” (developed by Altera) were used to implement the hardware 

design flow.  

In the hardware design flow, an optical measurement analyzes the optical properties of 

different colours displayed on the microdisplay. This evaluation is very important in the   

CE-RRC development because it can quantify the actual appearance of the CE-RRC on the 

RGBW OLED microdisplay. 

Overall, two visual evaluations during the software design flow and one optical measurement 

in the hardware design flow are used to approve the performance of the CE-RRC. The details 

of the evaluation of image simulation and the power estimation are presented in Sections 4.3 

and 4.4 respectively. The details of the hardware design are given in Chapter 5, and the 

optical measurement of the OLED microdisplay is described in Chapter 6. 

 

4.2 The computation architecture of CE-RRC 

The generic architecture of the CE-RRC, as described in Section 3.3, is mapped on to an 

appropriate computational architecture as listed in Table 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.2. The 

computation architecture of the CE-RRC is composed of the functional blocks involved in 

data conversion, and their interconnections. This architecture is used as a software model to 

run the simulation in the Matlab environment. 

Table 4.1: Table of elements and the functional blocks of CE-RRC 

 
 

Label Architecture of CE-RRC Computational architecture of CE-RRC

1 Colour group identification Level Combinations Unit 

2 Weight assignment WSP% LUT 

3 White extraction MIN Detector 

4 WSP modification Multiplier 

5 RGB adjustment Subtractor  
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Figure 4.2: The software model of CE-RRC 

The software model represents the functional blocks of the CE-RRC that convert the RGB 

input format to RGBW output format. An outcome of this model is a simulated colour image 

with RGBW subpixel configurations displayed on a monitor. 

The specifications of the software model are as follows: 

 Input signal: Red (R’), Green (G’) and Blue (B’) 

 Output signal: Red (R”), Green (G”), Blue (B”) and White (W”) 

 Data processing unit: three functional blocks – MIN Detector, Level Combination 

Unit and WSP% LUT – and several arithmetic operators. 

The specifications of the image format used in Matlab are as follows: 

 Input image: 8-bit true RGB image composed by three matrices [172] 

 Output image: Formed by two pixels – R”G”B” signal stored in three matrices to 

form the 1st pixel, W” signal is duplicated to form three identical matrices for the 

2nd pixel. 

In other words, a bitmap format image is loaded into Matlab. It is converted into three 

separated matrices as R’G’B’ inputs. These inputs are then sent to the “MIN Detector” and 

“Level Combination Unit” respectively. The former is to find the minimum value among 

R’G’B’, and the latter is to convert R’G’B’ to CIL such as L, M, H. The result from the 

Level Combination Unit becomes an index to define the compensation weighting in the 

WSP% LUT. Then, the output from WSP% LUT is multiplied by the minimum value of the 

R’G’B’ from the MIN Detector to form W”. Finally, R”G”B” are the adjusted values of 

R’G’B’ when the contribution of W” is taken into account. 
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4.2.1 Floating-point software model  

In the CE-RRC, only three arithmetic operations and two small LUTs are necessary to 

achieve the data conversion. The arithmetic operations involved in the CE-RRC are 

percentage calculation of WSP%, multiplication of W” and subtraction of R’G’B’. In the 

early stages of algorithm development, the floating-point calculation is used. Three of the 

above operations are done by Matlab simply as: 

The formula for the percentage calculation of WSP% is 

%
100

 Eq. 4.1 

The formula for the multiplication of W” is 

" % Eq. 4.2 

The formula for the subtraction of R’,G’,B’ is 

",G", " ′, ′, ′ " Eq. 4.3 

The Number in Eq. 4.1 is an integer from 0 to 100. 

Since, R’G’B’ are unsigned 8-bit integers (uint8) from 0 to 255, the results of Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 

4.6 become a short decimal format in Matlab that has four significant figures after the 

decimal point. In terms of hardware implementation, the data types of those operations are in 

the floating-point calculation and they are given by: 

The data type for the percentage calculation of WSP% is 

100
 Eq. 4.4 

The data type for the multiplication of W” is 

8 8 8  Eq. 4.5 

The data type for the subtraction of R’,G’,B’ is 

8 8 8 Eq. 4.6 

In Eq. 4.5, the result of the multiplication of the integer format and the decimal format ends 

up as decimal format, so that it is rounded up and converted back to the uint8 for W”. 

The simulated RGBW image is then displayed on a monitor screen and evaluated by 

checking for any noticeable contour artifacts (distinguishable boundaries caused by a 

discontinuous gradient variation) [173].  
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4.2.2 Fixed-point software model 

If no significant contour artifacts are found in the simulated image generated by the floating-

point calculation, the fixed-point calculation can proceed. In the fixed-point calculation, data 

formats in arithmetic operations are restricted to a limited number of decimal places or to 

integer only. This aims to simulate the hardware calculation on the hardware platform. 

The fixed-point calculation formula for the percentage calculation of WSP% is 

%  Eq. 4.7 

The fixed-point calculation formula for the multiplication of W” is 

"
%

255
 Eq. 4.8 

The fixed-point calculation formula for the subtraction of R’,G’,B’ is 

",G", " ′, ′, ′ " Eq. 4.9 

The Number in Eq. 4.7 is an integer from 0 to 255, and the 255 subscript of the WSP% 

means this weighting is base-255.  

In Eq. 4.8, the multiplication of MIN[RGB] and WSP%255 results in unsigned 16-bit data 

under the hardware design conditions. The division by 255 acts as a truncation in the 

hardware implementation to normalize the output as base-255. 

In Eq. 4.9, the subtraction of R’,G’,B’ is the same as the Eq. 4.3. 

Under these circumstances, the data formats of the fixed-point calculation in Matlab are 

given by: 

The data type for the percentage calculation of WSP% is 

 Eq. 4.10 

The data type for the multiplication of W” is 

8 8
8

255
 Eq. 4.11 

The data type for the subtraction of R’,G’,B’ is 

8 8 8 Eq. 4.12 
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The simulated RGBW image generated from the fixed-point calculation is then displayed on 

a monitor screen and evaluated by checking for noticeable contour artifacts. If no image 

artifacts are found, the hardware programming can be carried out. 

Overall, both the floating-point and fixed point software models discussed above are easily 

programmed in Matlab, so that they are able to speed up the checking of the functionality of 

the algorithm.    

 

4.3 RGBW image simulation 

The evaluation of simulated images in the software design flow is straightforward. The 

minimal requirement is to check for noticeable contour artifacts and any large colour 

variations between each virtual RGB image and the corresponding virtual RGBW image. 

The simulated images are inspected visually by displaying them on a high resolution 

monitor. In addition, the viewing distance of the simulated image is re-adjusted according to 

the spatial resolution of the virtual pixel, which is explained in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Virtual RGBW pixels 

A simulated image is composed of a virtual RGBW pixel that is formed by two real RGB 

pixels on the display’s screen. One of the real pixels represents the RGB subpixel that shows 

values R”, G” and B” while the other real pixel is a virtual WSP to represent the value of W” 

(WR, WG, and WB). The virtual RGBW pixel configuration is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: A virtual RGBW pixel composed of two RGB pixels 

In order to allow for the 25% area reduction of each subpixel in the RGBW pixel 

configuration (see Figure 2.3), the virtual pixel is further modified to be formed by eight 

RGB pixels. In each set of four virtual pixels on the screen, one is always off in order to 

simulate the area loss (Figure 4.4).  

 

Figure 4.4: Virtual RGBW pixels with area loss compensation 
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The virtual RGBW pixel configuration with the “area loss compensation” contains three 

effective virtual RGBW pixels and one non-effective virtual RGBW pixel. All in all, the 

brightness, spatial resolution and aspect ratio of the simulated RGBW image are degraded. 

The degradation of the virtual RGBW pixel configurations is determined by comparing the 

real RGB pixel configuration listed in Table 4.2. The calculation in Table 4.2 is done with 

reference to the VESA standard []. 

Table 4.2: The degradation of the virtual RGBW pixel configuration 

 

 

Although there is some degradation of the virtual images inherent in the pixel configurations, 

the aim of these virtual images is to look for differences among virtual images. Therefore, 

the image evaluation is based on the comparison between the virtual RGB and the virtual 

RGBW with WSP-ON. The “Virtual RGB” can also setup a reference to indicate any 

inherent effects (decreasing brightness and colour intensity) from the “25% Area Reduction” 

on those virtual RGBW pixels.  

In order to study the actual hardware implementation of the RGBW OLED microdisplay, the 

image evaluation is based on the differences between the RGB mode (virtual RGBW pixel 

with WSP-OFF) and the RGBW mode (virtual RGBW pixel with WSP-ON). This 

comparison of two driving modes gives some indication of the change in image quality after 

white replacement by the WSP. 

The summary of the arrangement of RGB pixels in different configurations of the virtual 

pixel is listed in Table 4.3. 

Image quality 
parameters

Comparison

Real RGB VirtualRGB Virtual RGBW

Pixel configurations
on the screen

Brightness by area 100% 50% 75%

Number of pixel in the 
horizontal direction (NH) 

Number of pixel in the 
vertical direction (NV) 

Aspect ratio

Real RGB Virtual RGB Virtual RGBW (WSPON)

NH: Number of pixels in the horizontal direction             NV: Number of pixels in the vertical direction
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In Figure 4.6, the PD of the simulated RGBW image is decreased to half, thus, the viewing 

distance of the simulated images has to be double in order to avoid the distraction of 

perceptible virtual pixels. 

 

4.3.3 Issues on the image evaluation 

The purpose of displaying simulated images on a monitor is mainly to detect comparative 

visual differences such as contour artifacts and colour variations. In the case of colour 

variation however, there is a high tolerance of the judgement on “pass” or “fail”, as the 

appearance of the image depends on the gamma of the EID and the CE-RRC involves several 

linear subtractions. Therefore, the data processing in the software model of the CE-RRC has 

to take into account the issue of gamma. The gamma of the evaluation monitor is generally 

assumed to be 2.2. Applying Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 3.2, the CE-RRC in the software model is given 

by: 

^ ′ ′ ′ . % 

" ′ . ^ .  

" ′ . ^ . 	

" ′ . ^ .  

" ^ .  

Eq. 4.14 

A change in the appearance of some picture content may induce a change in human 

perception of adjacent grey levels and colours [ 175 ]. This cannot be resolved by the         

CE-RRC! For this reason, gradient changes in hue and saturation of simulated RGBW and 

RGB images are allowed. 

  

4.3.4 Simulated images 

Three different simulated images are evaluated in both floating-point and fixed-point 

software models. They are: 

 “Virtual RGBW-WSPOFF” represents the pixel configuration of the RGBW display 

with all WSPs at the OFF-status. 

 “Virtual RGBW-WSPON” represents the pixel configuration of the RGBW display 

with all WSPs at the ON-status. 

 “Virtual FULL RGB” represents the pixel configuration of the RGB display with 

full RGB subpixels. 
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Figure 4.9: Examples of gamma corrected simulated images captured by a digital camera 

 

Histograms of original sample pictures are shown in Figure 4.10. Five different sets of 

information for each picture are included. 

A. Luminosity: The number perceived brightness of the image at 0 – 255 drive levels 

[176]. 

0.3 0.59 0.11  

B. RGB: Total number of RGB pixel at 0 – 255 drive levels 

C. Red: Total number of Red pixel at 0 – 255 drive levels 

D. Green: Total number of Green pixel at 0 – 255 drive levels 

E. Blue: Total number of Blue pixel at 0 – 255 drive levels 
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This means that the CE-RRC is able to maintain luminance and colour to an acceptable level 

in the transition from WSP-ON to WSP-OFF or vice versa. The image of “Virtual RGBW-

WSPOFF” looks dimmer than the “Virtual Full RGB” but it has the same colour tone of the 

image shown in “Virtual Full RGB”.  

Overall, the simulated images processed by the CE-RRC maintain satisfactory image quality. 

Therefore, the software model of the CE-RRC is ready to be converted to the hardware 

programme and implemented on to the actual RGBW OLED microdisplay. 

 

4.4 Power saving estimation 

After implementing the software model of the CE-RRC the relative power saving of the 

simulated RGBW image can be estimated. In general, the pixel configuration of the OLED 

microdisplay is current drive [177] [178]. The luminance output of an OLED pixel depends 

on the applied current. 

4.4.1 OLED pixel circuit 

Figure 4.11 illustrates a simple circuit design of the OLED pixel with two transistors and one 

capacitor (2T1C) configuration. T1 is a switching TFT to allow a voltage to be transferred 

into and stored in the pixel and T2 is a driving TFT that controls the magnitude of the current 

(IOLED) going to the OLED according to the stored voltage. Specifically, the IOLED is 

determined by the gate source voltage (VGS) of T2. A storage capacitor (CS) maintains VGS 

until next addressing.  

 

Figure 4.11: A simplified 2T1C OLED pixel circuit 

Relationships between data voltage (VGS in Figure 4.11), IOLED (also IDS in Eq. 4.5) and 

luminance output of OLED (LOLED) are explained by applying the 2T1C pixel circuit as an 

example. 

T1 : Switching TFT
T2 : Driving TFT
Cs : Storage capacitor

VDD : Positive supply voltage
VSS : Negative supply voltage
VGS : Gate voltage of T2
VDS : Drain to Source voltage of T2 

IOLED : Current of OLED
VOLED : Threshold voltage of OLED

Data line

Scan line

VDD

T1

T2

Cs

OLED

VSS

VGS

VOLED

VDS

IOLED

Light

OLEDDSDD VVV 
VData
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Firstly, the operation of driving TFT (T2) is expressed by [179]: 

In linear regime: |VGS| > |VTH|, |VGS| – |VTH| > |VDS|, 

	 	 	
2

 Eq. 4.15 

In saturation regime: |VGS| > |VTH| , |VGS| – |VTH| ≤ |VDS|, 

2
	 	 	  Eq. 4.16 

where 
COX : Gate oxide capacitance per area of T2 
μ :  Channel mobility of T2  
W :  Channel width of T2  
L :  Channel length of T2  
VGS :  Gate source voltage of T2  
VTH :  Threshold voltage of T2  
VDS :  Drain to Source voltage of T2  

 

Secondly, the OLED microdisplay studied in this thesis uses a “voltage programmed current 

drive” configuration so the current (IOLED) driving the OLED is controlled by VGS [180]. 

Therefore, the IOLED of the studied OLED microdisplay obeys the behaviour of IDS in Eq. 

4.15, which varies with varies with VGS, VTH and VDS. The I-V characteristics of T2 are 

illustrated in Figure 4.12.  

 

Figure 4.12: I-V characteristics of T2 (a) nMOS and (b) pMOS  

 “IOLED–VGS” characteristics of the OLED with “voltage program current drive” [181] are 

illustrated in Figure 4.13a, and the linear characteristics of “LOLED–IOLED” are illustrated in 

Figure 4.13b. Hence, the relationship between electro-optical outputs (Luminance) of the 

OLED and the data voltage (Figure 4.13c) is same as for the “IOLED–VGS” curve. 

 

Figure 4.13: Example of I-V and L-I characteristics of OLED  
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4.4.2 Assumption of power saving 

As a comparison of power saving between WSP-ON (RGBW mode) and WSP-OFF (RGB 

mode) the “OLED microdisplay with RGBW pixel configuration” can be interpreted as 

different data voltages (drive levels) are applied to each subpixel.  

Figure 4.14 describes how drive level relates to IOLED, and shows that the power saving 

(PSaving) between WSP-ON and WSP-OFF can be estimated by using the ratio of the “drive 

level of the pixel in the RGBW mode (VRGBW)”, where the WSP is ON, to the “drive level of 

the pixel in the RGB mode (VRGB)”, where the WSP is OFF. 

100% Eq. 4.17 

The notations in Figure 4.14 are: 

IR’, IG’, IB’ and IW’ are the IOLED on each subpixel when the WSP is OFF, 

IR”, IG”, IB” and IW” are the IOLED on each subpixel when the WSP is ON,  

K1 and K2 (0 < K1 < K2 < 1) are factors used to represent a reduction in IOLED 
associated with different drive levels and, 

V1 and V2 are the drive levels of VGS used to achieve a target level of luminance. 
 

 

Figure 4.14: Illustration of RGBW & RGB mode with a RGB colour triangle model 

The power saving of a RGB simple picture after applying the WSP in RGBW pixel 

configuration can be calculated from Eq. 4.18: 

100%  Eq. 4.18 

where 
PSaving is the percentage of the ratio NWSP-ON : NWSP-ON, 
NWSP-ON is the total number of drive levels of subpixel when the WSP is ON and, 
NWSP-OFF is the total number of drive levels of subpixel when the WSP is OFF. 

W
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4.4.4 Discussion 

In Figure 4.15, “WR” means White Replacement. The white content of the original RGB 

image (colour image) is extracted to form W” (black & white image). For all sample 

pictures, after white replacement by the WSP, the drive level of the three (RGB) channels is 

shifted to a lower level. This means that the CE-RRC reduces the maximum operating 

voltage of the OLED pixel. In particular, for the natural image (Face) and high white content 

image (Text content), a high white replacement is taken and the RGB operating voltages are 

substantially reduced. However, for highly saturated images (Balloon, Vegetable), only some 

of the white content is replaced by the WSP (small reduction in Blue channel in “Balloon” 

and Red channel in “Vegetable”). This is necessary to maintain the colour saturation of the 

image. 

In Figure 4.15b, the dashed green circles indicate two gaps (Gap #1, Gap #2). They show 

that some of the drive levels of W” are not used in the simulated RGBW picture. There are 

two reasons for this phenomenon. 

Firstly, the unused W” is caused by the percentage reduction of WSP%. In Eq. 4.2, W” is a 

product of the minimum value of the RGB inputs and WSP%. Thus, some values of the 

“minimum value” are cut down when it is multiplied by WSP%. This generates some unused 

W” that depends on which WSP% is applied in the calculation. 

The range of the unused W” starts from the initial value of the input to the value of the 

product plus one. For example, in Figure 4.16, the upper limit of “level A” is data-63. If 

WSP% is 70, the unused W” then ranges from data-63 to data-45. The lower limit of “level 

B” is data-64. If WSP% is 75, the unused W” then ranges from data-64 to data-49. 

 

Figure 4.16: Examples of unused W” 

Secondly, the range of W” is expanded at the CIL boundary. In general, the unused W” 

resulting from the nature of the CE-RRC calculation can be covered by larger input data 

multiplied by smaller WSP%. At the CIL boundary, however, there is a jump in the WSP% 

CIL 
boundary

WSP%

95 90 85 80 75 70 65

63 60 56 53 50 47 44 41

64 60 57 54 51 48 44 41

127 121 114 108 101 95 89 83

128 121 115 108 102 96 89 83

191 182 172 162 152 143 134 125

192 182 173 163 153 144 134 125

255 243 230 217 204 192 179 167

Unused W” of  upper limit of  “level A” = 63 to 45
Unused W” of  lower limit of  “level B” = 64 to 49

Four CIL separations: 
A: “0-63”          B: “64-127
C: “128-191     D: “192-255
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which causes a shift in the recovery of these unused W” of the upper limit “level A”. Figure 

4.17 shows that the shift depends on which WSP% is used as the value in the “level B”. 

 

Figure 4.17: Shift of the data to recovery of unused W”  

The result of the unused W” is a limitation of the CE-RRC in terms of the nature of its 

calculation. However, it does not mean that the final image has a discontinuous tone overall. 

In the RGBW system, four channels compose a colour. It has a greater number of grey level 

selections (28 x 2) than the 8-bit RGB system (28). Also, the final colour perceived by human 

eyes depends on the combination of output light from the four subpixels driven by signals 

R”, G”, B” and W”. All four channels on the display contribute to the colour mixing. 

Therefore, images in the RGBW mode can still look smooth (i.e., intensity gradients show 

no contours), as in the RGB mode (Figure 4.9). 

Figure 4.18 shows some repeated values of W” (grey area) which result from the fixed-point 

calculation. The explanation is illustrated in Figure 4.19. 

Obviously, the unused W” and the duplication of some W” are limitations of the CE-RRC. 

However, they can be resolved. The former can be resolved by increasing the number of bits 

in the data processing and the latter can be resolved by increasing the number of separated 

CILs. The suggested solution will increase the complexity of the CE-RRC and that means an 

increase in the system resource requirements. The results reported in this chapter use the 

lowest specification of the CE-RRC in the calculation. Therefore, CE-RRC will offer better 

performance when the specification of the system resources is increased. 

 

Figure 4.18: Example of duplicated W” in the CE-RRC 

 

Input data

WSP% 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

95 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 81

90 52 53 54 55 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 73 74 75 76 77

85 49 50 51 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 57 58 59 60 61 62 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 68 69 70 71 72 73

80 46 47 48 48 49 50 51 52 52 53 54 55 56 56 57 58 59 60 60 61 62 63 64 64 65 66 67 68 68

75 43 44 45 45 46 47 48 48 49 50 51 51 52 53 54 54 55 56 57 57 58 59 60 60 61 62 63 64 64

70 40 41 42 42 43 44 44 45 46 47 47 48 49 49 50 51 51 52 53 54 54 55 56 56 57 58 58 59 60

65 37 38 39 39 40 41 41 42 43 43 44 45 45 46 47 47 48 49 49 50 51 51 52 53 53 54 55 55 56

Upper limit of  “level A” Lower limit of  “level B”

Input data

WSP% 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

95 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

90 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 64

85 37 38 39 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 57 58 59 60 61

80 35 36 36 37 38 39 40 40 41 42 43 44 44 45 46 47 48 48 49 50 51 52 52 53 54 55 56 56 57

75 33 33 34 35 36 36 37 38 39 39 40 41 42 42 43 44 45 45 46 47 48 48 49 50 51 51 52 53 54

70 30 31 32 32 33 34 35 35 36 37 37 38 39 40 40 41 42 42 43 44 44 45 46 47 47 48 49 49 50

65 28 29 30 30 31 32 32 33 34 34 35 36 36 37 37 38 39 39 40 41 41 42 43 43 44 45 45 46 47
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5 Hardware implementation 

In this chapter, the hardware specifications of the RGBW OLED microdisplay and the 

specifications of the system’s signal processing are reviewed briefly in order to consider a 

future implementation of the CE-RRC on the actual microdisplay. Based on the hardware 

specifications outlined in Section 5.1, FPGA architecture of the CE-RRC is proposed in 

Section 5.2. This is followed by a discussion of the adapted hardware signal processing of 

each functional block in Section 5.3, which explains in detail how to implement each 

element of the CE-RRC. The timing analysis and chip area usage of the designs are reported 

in Section 5.4. 

 

5.1 Hardware specification 

5.1.1 RGBW OLED microdisplay 

The RGBW OLED microdisplay studied in this thesis is provided by the French company, 

MICROOLED SA [182]. This OLED microdisplay is composed of a total of 873 x 500 

colour pixels of which 854 x 480 are activated, i.e. Full Wide Video Graphics Array 

(FWVGA) with 16:9 aspect ratio. The specifications of this microdisplay prototype [183] are 

listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: The pixel array specifications of the WVGA RGBW microdisplay 

 

Each pixel is composed of four square subpixels (5μm x 5μm) covered with three colour 

filters. The RGBW quad subpixel arrangement and the mechanical dimensions of the 

Parameter Specification Unit

Pixel array RGBW – Quad

Number of pixels H 873

Number of pixels V 500

Pixel pitch H x V 10x10 μm x μm

Number of subpixels H 1746

Number of subpixels V 1000

Number of select lines 500

Number of data lines 3492

Subpixel pitch H x V 5x5 μm x μm

Total area of pixel array H x V 8.73 x 5.00 mm2

Screen diagonal 9.80 mm
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5.2 FPGA architecture of CE-RRC 

This section describes the transformation of the computational architecture of the CE-RRC, 

proposed in Section 4.2, to the FPGA architecture. In this FPGA architecture, CE-RRC 

consists of the following elements: 

1. RGB input data (INPUT_RGB) 

2. Minimum value finder (MIN_FINDER) 

3. Equal value finder (EQUAL_FINDER) 

4. MSB checker (LUT1_MSB_CHECKER) /MSB_CONCATENATION) 

5. Adder (ADDER) 

6. WSP % assigned unit (LUT2_RGB_DIFFER, LUT3_RGB_EQUAL) 

7. White subpixel calculation (W_OFFSET_CAL) 

8. Data out (DATA_OUT) 

 

The FPGA architecture of the CE-RRC is illustrated in Figure 5.4 and the configurations of 

its Input (I) and Output (O) interface signals are listed in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2: The configuration interface of the CE-RRC 

Name HDCK CkRS nRST Rdata Gdata Bdata DR DG DB DW 

Width 1 1 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

I/O I I I I I I O O O O 
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The signal configurations of each element of the CE-RRC in Figure 5.4 are now discussed. 

1. INPUT_RGB 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and it converts three 8-bit standard logic vectors 

(Rdata, Gdata, Bdata), which are from the functional block RGB_K (Figure 5.3), to 8-bit 

unsigned RGB signals (Rn, Gn, Bn) for the calculation done in MIN_FINER, 

EQUAL_FINDER and DATA_OUT.  

2. MIN_FINDER 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and it compares the three 8-bit unsigned RGB input 

values (Rn, Gn, Bn) from INPUT_RGB to find the minimum value (minV). 

3. EQUAL_FINDER 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and it compares three 8-bit unsigned RGB input 

values from INPUT_RGB to determine out the status of R=G and G=B. The output of this 

block is Sel, which is either “0” or “1”. Only “1” enables the maximum value of the WSP% 

to be used in W_OFFSET_CAL. 

4 MSB_CHECKER 

4a. LUT1_MSB_CHECKER 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and it reads the two Most Significant Bits (MSBs) 

of three 8-bit standard logic vectors (Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) from the functional block RGB_K 

(Figure 5.3). Each colour input is classified into a different pre-level index as an output in 

LUT1_out_r, LUT1_out_g and LUT1_out_b. Each output is a unique 6-bit numerical value. 

All numerical values are summed in the next functional block – ADDER. 

4b. MSB_CONCATENATION 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and it reads the two Most Significant Bits (MSBs) 

of three 8-bit standard logic vectors (Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) from the functional block RGB_K 

(Figure 5.3). The 2-bit MSB of RGB inputs are concatenated to form a unique 6-bit 

numerical value that is a WSP% index value. This index value is then sent to 

LUT2_RGB_DIFFER and LUT3_RGB_EQUAL directly.  

5. ADDER 

This block is driven by the HDCK clock and sums the three 6-bit unique values from 

LUT1_out_r, LUT1_out_g and LUT1_out_b. This 6-bit sum (Adder_out) acts as a WSP% 

index value to select a value of WSP% in LUT2_RGB_DIFFER and LUT3_RGB_EQUAL. 
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Most Significant Bit (MSB) 

The order of the MSB is counted from left to right and starts from zero in the base-2 

numbering method [186] (Figure 5.10). 

 

Figure 5.10: The bit numbering order of MSB and LSB 

The size of LUT1_MSB_CHECKER is decided by the number of separated CILs used. The 

number of separations is determined by the number of checked MSBs. Results are listed for 

the 8-bit data size in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Number of checked MSB and number of separated CIL 

The number of the separated CIL represents the resolution of “colour group identification” in 

the CE-RRC. Increasing the number of separated CILs can generate finer colour regions to 

classify RGB inputs in order to assign more specific WSP% to each of them. Therefore, the 

number of checked MSBs determines the accuracy of the CE-RRC. 

Number of CIL combinations 

After the number of separated CILs is obtained, the number of CIL combinations can be 

calculated as: 

1 !
! 1 !

 Eq. 5.1 

where S is the number of CIL combinations, n is the number of separated CILs, and r is the 

number of colour inputs. 

In general, a colour EID has three colour inputs, thus, r is always 3. In terms of colour 

intensity, the order of CIL combinations is not important and repetition of the CIL in the 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

27 +26 +25 +20 = 128+64+32+1

MSB Base-2 numbering

Conversion of
Binary to Decimal  Decimal reading = 225

LSB Base-2 numbering

MSB (Most Significant Bit) LSB (Least Significant Bit)

Number of 
checked 
MSBs 

Patterns of MSB Number of 
separated 

CILs 

Separated 8-bit grey levels of 
input data (Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) 

1 0,1 2 0-127, 128-255 
2 00, 01,10, 11 4 0-63, 64-127, 128-191, 192-255 
3 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 

101, 110, 111 
8 0-31, 32-63, 64-95, 96-127, 128-

159, 160-191, 192-223, 224-255 
4 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 

0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 
1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 
1100, 1101, 1110, 1111 

16 0-15, 16-31, 32-47, 48-63, 64-79, 
80-95, 96-112, 113-127, 128-143, 
144-159, 160-175, 176-191, 192-
207, 208-223, 224-239, 240-255 
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combination is allowed. Examples of CIL combination according to different numbers of 

separated CIL are listed in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: CIL combinations by the method of Lookup checked MSB 

n r S CIL combinations 
2 

3 

4 {a,a,a} {a,a,b} {a,b,b} {b,b,b} 
3 10 {a,a,a} {a,a,b} {a,a,c} {a,b,b} {a,b,c} {a,c,c} {b,b,b} {b,b,c} {b,c,c} {c,c,c} 
4 20 {a,a,a} {a,a,b} {a,a,c} {a,a,d} {a,b,b} {a,b,c} {a,b,d} {a,c,c} {a,c,d} {a,d,d} 

{b,b,b} {b,b,c} {b,b,d} {b,c,c} {b,c,d} {b,d,d} {c,c,c} {c,c,d} {c,d,d} {d,d,d} 
5 35 {a,a,a} {a,a,b} {a,a,c} {a,a,d} {a,a,e} {a,b,b} {a,b,c} {a,b,d} {a,b,e} {a,c,c} 

{a,c,d} {a,c,e} {a,d,d} {a,d,e} {a,e,e} {b,b,b} {b,b,c} {b,b,d} {b,b,e} {b,c,c} 
{b,c,d} {b,c,e} {b,d,d} {b,d,e} {b,e,e} {c,c,c} {c,c,d} {c,c,e} {c,d,d} {c,d,e}  
{c,e,e} {d,d,d} {d,d,e} {d,e,e} {e,e,e} 

Key: a,b,c,d and e are the notation of separated CILs in ascending levels 
 

Section 3.3.1 CILs are denoted as Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H), where these terms 

used to describe the idea of “colour group identification” in the CE-RRC. The combinations 

of LMH are shown below: 

 

{L,L,L} {L,L,M} {L,L,H} {L,M,M} {L,M,H} 
{L,H,H} {M,M,M} {M,M,H} {M,H,H} {H,H,H} 

 

Pre-level index value 

Since each CIL combination in Table 5.4 is unique, if every CIL is assigned a unique 

number, it will only be unique if: 

 it is a product of three or, 
 it is the sum of two other CILs in the combination.  

Each CIL combination is then segregated and is then able to represent RGB inputs in 

different colour regions in order to receive a specific WSP% to compensate for the generic 

colour error in the RGBW system. This concept of classifying RGB inputs into different 

colour regions is similar to that of Samsung-RRC (Section 2.4.3), but 

LUT1_MSB_CHECKER implements this classification in a simple way similar to Ito1991 

(Section 3.3.1). 

The unique number of each CIL is called the pre-level index value (Table 5.5) and it is given 

by: 

Pre-level index value 3 1 Eq. 5.2 

where LCIL-1 is the previous Level of separated CIL (LCIL). 
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Table 5.5: The calculation of the pre-level index value 

Level order of separated CILs  LCIL Formula Pre-level index value 
1 a 0 0 
2 b 3 1 1 
3 c 3 1 4 
4 d 3 1 13 
5 e 3 1 40 
6 f 3 1 121 

 

WSP% index value 

After the pre-level index values of the RGB inputs are obtained, the WSP% index value is 
determined by: 

WSP% index value = Sum of Pre-level index values Eq. 5.3 

The WSP% index value is a value used in LUT2_RGB_DIFFER and LUT3_RGB_EQUAL. 

Therefore, the maximum value of the WSP% index value (Table 5.6) affects the data size 

used in those LUTs. Examples of some CIL combinations and their WSP% index values are 

illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

Table 5.6: An illustration of the maximum value of “WSP% index values” 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Examples of WSP% index values 

 

aaa 0 abc 5 aad 13 ccd 25 aae 40 cce 48 aee 80

aab 1 bbc 6 abd 14 add 26 abe 41 ade 53 bee 81

abb 2 acc 8 bbd 15 bdd 27 bbe 42 bde 54 cee 84

bbb 3 bcc 9 acd 17 cdd 30 ace 44 cde 57 dee 93

aac 4 ccc 12 bcd 18 ddd 39 bce 45 dde 66 eee 120

n = 3, r = 3, S = 10     (a,b,c)

n = 4, r = 3, S = 20     (a,b,c,d)

n = 5, r = 3, S = 35     (a,b,c,d,e)

CIL combination
Sum of  the pre-level values (WSP% index value)

Pre-level index value
a = 0, b = 1, c = 4
d = 13, e = 40

LCIL 
Pre-level 

index value 
Highest CIL combination 

of each LCIL

Maximum                  
WSP% index value 

Data width 
(bit) 

a 0 aaa 0 1 
b 1 bbb 3 2 
c 4 ccc 12 4 
d 13 ddd 39 6 
e 40 eee 120 7 
f 121 fff 363 9 
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Alternatively for a large number of CIL combinations, a method called “MSB 

Concatenation” (Figure 5.12b) is suggested. The full VDHL code can be found in Appendix-

B. This method concatenates three checked MSBs of the colour inputs to replace 

“LUT+Addition” in the CE-RRC. 

Taking the example in Figure 5.11, four separated CILs (a,b,c,d) formed from two checked 

MSB of RGB inputs are assigned their pre-level index values. The sums of those pre-level 

index values generate WSP% index values. As an alternative, two checked MSBs of each 

input are concatenated as a unique binary code to be read as a unique numerical value that 

can be used as the WSP% index value directly (Figure 5.13). 

 

Figure 5.13: WSP% index values formed by concatenations of the checked MSB 

The number of CIL combinations generated by “MSB Concatenation” is given by 

_  Eq. 5.4 

where SMSB_CON is the number of CIL combinations obtained by applying “MSB 

Concatenation” in the colour group identification, n is the number of separated CILs, and r is 

the number of colour inputs. 

Some examples of CIL combination generated by “MSB Concatenation” are listed in Table 

5.7. 

Table 5.7: CIL combinations by concatenations of checked MSB 

Number of 
checked MSB 

Patterns of 
MSB 

n r SMSB_CON The combination of concatenated MSB  

1 0,1 2 

3 

8 {0,0,0} {0,0,1} {0,1,0} {0,1,1} {1,0,0} 
{1,0,1} {1,1,0} {1,1,1} 

2 00, 01,10, 11 4 64 {00,00,00} {00,00,01} {00,00,10} 
{00,00,11} …… {11,11,10} {11,11,11} 

3 000, 001, 010, 
011, 100, 101, 
110, 111 

8 512 {000,000,000} {000,000, 001} 
{000,000,010} ……{ 111, 111, 101}     
{ 111, 111, 110} { 111, 111, 111} 

The data comparison between the colour group identification by “LUT+Addition” and “MSB 

Concatenation” is listed in Table 5.8. 

{00,00,00} 0 {00,01,10} 6 {01,01,01} 21 {01,11,11} 31

{00,00,01} 1 {00,01,11} 7 {01,01,10} 22 {10,10,10} 42

{00,00,10} 2 {00,10,10} 10 {01,01,11} 23 {10,10,11} 43

{00,00,11} 3 {00,10,11} 11 {01,10,10} 26 {10,11,11} 47

{00,01,01} 5 {00,11,11} 15 {01,10,11} 27 {11,11,11} 63

MSB concatenation
Decimal value represented by 6-bit binary codes (WSP% index value)
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Table 5.8: Number of colour region of two different classification methods 

Colour group identification LUT + Addition MSB Concatenation 
No. of checked MSBs 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 

No. of separated CILs for 8-bit data format 2 3 4 5 2 4 8 

No. of CIL combinations 4 10 20 35 8 64 512 

No. of selections in RGB LUT1_MSB_CHECKER 12 30 60 105 0 0 0 

Data size of ADDER (Bit) 2 4 6 7 0 0 0 

No. of selections in “LUT2 R≠G≠B” 4 10 20 35 8 64 512 

No. of selections in “LUT3 R=G=B” 4 10 20 35 8 64 512 

 

Figure 5.14 shows that the number of CIL combinations generated by “LUT+Addition” 

increases gradually, but that the number of CIL combinations generated by “MSB 

Concatenation” increases rapidly. In terms of the growth of the LUT size, the former is able 

to provide a moderate number of CIL combinations to fit the small design of the 8-bit 

specification. The latter offers a very simple design with a large number of CIL 

combinations.  

 

Figure 5.14: Data increment of “LUT+Addition” vs “MSB concatenation” 

 

On the other hand, in terms of hardware synthesis, the method of “MSB Concatenation” 

offers a more straight forward dataflow process than the “LUT+Addition” method by 

replacing three LUTs and two additions used in the original colour group identification 

(Figure 5.12). 

For an 8-bit data format system, Figure 5.12b clearly shows that “MSB Concatenation” is 

much simpler design than “LUT+Addition” (Figure 5.12a). Both methods have unique 

features in terms of the requirement of system flexibility and system resources. Therefore, 

the selection of these two colour group identification methods for the function of “colour 

group identification” in the CE-RRC depends on the specification of the RGBW system. 
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5.4 Implementation results 

5.4.1 Timing analysis 

All signals in the CE-RRC are constrained by the clock HDCK which is driven at 10ns per 

clock cycle. Estimated waveforms of the CE-RRC with the method of “LUT+Addition” and 

“MSB Concatenation” are shown in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 respectively. From those 

figures, the estimated total processing time for RGB input (Rdata, Gdata and Bdata) 

conversion to RGBW output (DR, DG, DB and DW) consumes six clock cycles. 

The actual timing analysis is implemented in ModelSim from Mentor Graphics [187], which 

is a simulator that provides a platform to compile the VHDL (other hardware description 

languages) then simulates the behaviour of the logic blocks as a waveform. Each waveform 

represents a signal in the circuit design with a specific time constraint. The sequence of 

signal processing is clearly shown on the simulated waveform. This helps to speed up the 

programming debugging by visually identifying where a problem lies. 

The simulated waveforms from ModelSim for the CE-RRC with the method of 

“LUT+Addition” are shown in Figure 5.23, which are same as the estimated waveform 

patterns in Figure 5.21. Also, the simulated waveforms from ModelSim for the CE-RRC with 

the method of “MSB Concatenation” are shown in Figure 5.24, which are the same as the 

estimated waveform patterns in Figure 5.22. 

Both Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 show that the two methods of the CE-RRC consume six 

clock cycles, which achieves the modification requirement specified in Section 5.1.2. 
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Figure 5.23: Simulated waveforms of the CE-RRC with LUT+Addition 

 

Figure 5.24: Simulated waveforms of the CE-RRC with MSB Concatenation 
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The required area is estimated using a tool called Buildgates [189] in Cadence Design 

Systems. The results for the standalone CE-RRC designs (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.15) are 

listed in Table 5.9. The results for 0.35μm standard cell library are based on the AMS15 

0.35μ CMOS process, and the results for 0.18μm standard cell library are based on the UMC 

0.18μ CMOS process. 

Table 5.9: Estimated area of the standalone CE-RRC designs on the CMOS back-plane 

Standard cell library 

Area1 0.35μm 0.18μm 0.35μm 0.18μm 0.35μm 0.18μm 

Cell area (μm 2) Square root (μm) Cell area (mm2) 

CE-RRC1 130858.0 32138.03 361.74 179.27 0.130858 0.032138 

CE-RRC2 119646.8 29328.64 345.90 171.26 0.119647 0.029329 

CE-RRC1 (LUT+Addition), CE-RRC2 (MSB Concatenation) 
 

In addition to implementing the function of the CE-RRC on the microdisplay, four LUTs of 

the digital signal for RGBW subpixels, which preserve the gamma of the data for each 

colour channel (Figure 5.26), are also required. Therefore, area estimation of these LUTs has 

to be included. 

The total memory size of four LUTs with 8-bit in data width and 256 in depth is  

2 256 4 262144	  

Applying the UMC 0.18μ CMOS process, the standard size of one 6T SRAM cell is 4.0μm2 

[190]. Thus, the estimated chip area of four LUTs is: 

262144	 4.0 1048576 1.048576  

Consequently, Area2 (CE-RRC + 4 LUTs) applied in the UMC 0.18μ CMOS process is 

CE-RRC1: 1.048576 0.032138 1.080714  

CE-RRC2: 1.048576 0.029329 1.077905  

The current back-plane is fabricated on a 0.18μ CMOS process. The periphery extends 

approximately 1mm on each side of the active area. According to Table 5.1, the total active 

area (OLED subpixels circuitry) of the RGBW OLED microdisplay is 8.75 x 5.00 mm2. 

Thus, the total area of the periphery is  

10.75 1 2 5 1 2 31  

                                                      
15 Both AMS and UMC are global semiconductor foundries that provide different semiconductor 
processes to their clients 
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Additionally, around 20 – 50% of the peripheral area is used for line drives, wire bonding, 

on-chip memory etc. [191]. As a result, the minimum available peripheral area for adding the 

CE-RRC and four LUTs becomes 15.5mm2 

Although the above area estimations of the CE-RRC designs and four LUTs do not include 

wire routing, according to the results of Area1 (0.18μ CMOS process) in Table 5.9 and the 

result of Area2, it can be confidently stated both CE-RRC designs and four LUTs have high 

potential for integration onto an updated version of the existing microdisplay back-plane or a 

future design with little or no impact on the die area and cost. 

 

5.5 Summary 

The FPGA architecture of the CE-RRC has been discussed in detail. A simple method to 

implement the colour group identification in the CE-RRC is achieved by the code element, 

LUT1_MSB_CHECKER, and ADDER. In addition, an alternative method (MSB 

Concatenation) to implement the colour group identification is suggested. The CE-RRC with 

both methods achieves the design specification. Finally, in terms of the area estimation in the 

0.18μ CMOS process, the CE-RRC is small and has high potential for integration onto a 

RGBW OLED microdisplay backplane. 
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6 Optical measurement 

An existing system setup from MicroEmissive Display Limited (MED) [192] was applied to 

measure optical properties of the microdisplay. A calibrated Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) 

spectrometer measures the spectrum of the OLED microdisplay and a calibrated Minolta 

Chroma meter CS-100 measures the luminance and chromatic information. The setup of the 

measurement systems is described in Section 6.1. The optical results are reported and 

discussed in Section 6.2.  

 

6.1 Measurement Systems configuration 

For the purposes of optical characterization, the emission of the OLED microdisplay is 

assumed to be Lambertian. The emission pattern of the white OLED, whilst not ideally so, is 

close to Lambertian [193]. In particular, the RGBW OLED microdisplay has a white OLED 

emitter with subpixels RGB covered by colour filters to generate colours. A microdisplay 

with a small pixel pitch may exhibit local optical crosstalk originating from adjacent colour 

subpixels [194], and the microcavity structure inherent in the complex stack of layer in the 

top emission white OLED [195] [196]. 

However, the aim of the optical measurement is to determine the difference between of the 

RGB mode and the RGBW mode of the microdisplay with the same system configurations. 

Any error that arises from assuming that the microdisplay is a Lambertian emitter in this 

optical measurement is relatively unimportant because this error is common to both and it is 

cancelled in the comparison.  

So, in order to simplify calculations, the microdisplay is assumed to be a Lambertian emitter. 

Therefore, the radiance emitted from the microdisplay is independent of the angle of 

emission. 

 

6.1.1 Spectrum measurement 

The CCD spectrometer is used to determine the spectrum of the RGB mode and the RGBW 

mode. The difference between them is used to estimate any mis-match between the white of 

the colour filters and the direct white of the OLED. This is the difference between WREF and 

WWSP as discussed in Section 2.2.1.The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic view of the spectrum measurement setup 

 

6.1.2 Colour and luminance measurement 

A factory calibrated Minolta Chroma meter CS-100 is used to measure the colour and 

luminance of the RGBW OLED microdisplay under two different driving modes – WSP-ON 

and WSP-OFF. Any difference between the measured results for the two modes is used to 

estimate the performance of the CE-RRC in terms of power saving and minimal colour shift. 

The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2: Schematic view of the colour and luminance measurement setup 
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6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Spectra of RGB mode and RGBW mode 

The measurement is carried out after the OLED microdisplay has been warmed up for 15 

minutes. Figure 6.3 shows the spectral properties of the RGBW OLED microdisplay studied 

in this work. The number of counts is the response of the CCD spectrometer. It represents 

the emission of the white OLED multiplied by the transmission of the colour filter. The 

plotted data are differences between each channel and black (Grey Level  = 0). 

 

Figure 6.3: Spectral properties of the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

 

By subtracting the spectral data of two colour filters from that of the third colour filter, any 

incorrect match between the colour filter and the backlight (white OLED) is observed. The 

results are illustrated in Figure 6.4. The term “Extra” denotes the remainder of the 

transmission from the subtracting filter. 

The error of  can be reduced by adjusting the maximum value of the RGB 

channel in the gamma LUTs in order to make . However, this adjustment 

decreases the intensity of each colour. Over a long period the studied OLED device has 
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undergone quite serious degradation. Several dark spots appeared, thus decreasing the 

overall brightness of the device. 

The reason for the formation of dark spots on the OLED device is because the OLED and its 

electrodes are made from metal alloys that are sensitive to oxygen and moisture [197]. When 

they are defective, the emitting property is decreased regionally. After long usage, some 

damage from the moisture and oxygen in the air is increased. Therefore, degradation of the 

OLED is unavoidable when the device is exposed to air. 

The studied OLED device is the only remaining device available from MICROOLED SA. 

Production of this prototype has ceased and no further devices were manufactured before the 

end of this project. Therefore, with no replacement device available, any degradation of 

transmission from the RGB channel on this OLED device should be saved. Therefore, no 

adjustment of maximum value of RGB in the Gamma LUTs is carried out. 

On a positive note, there are always variations between colour filters and white OLED. The 

error of  exists in reality. Correction of this error is also a target for the      

CE-RRC. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Transmission of colours filters 
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6.2.2 Luminance measurement 

The measurement is carried out after the RGBW OLED microdisplay has been warmed up 

for 15 minutes. The luminance of WREF and WWSP are illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5: Grey level vs Luminance (a) Absolute values and (b) Normalized values  

 

The results in Figure 6.5a shows the Grey Level 0 is not in the true black stage as the OLED 

device should be. This is because the value of voltage bias (Vss) in Figure 6.6 has been set 

for a higher ON luminance rather than for zero OFF luminance. This setting is not adjustable 

by the user. Nevertheless, based on the fact that the aim of the optical measurement is to 

compare the optical properties of the RGB mode with those of the RGBW mode, the 

difference between the two modes is the concern. Therefore, we accept the non-black Grey 

Level 0 to be a part of constant factor in the measurement. It will be cancelled out in the 

comparison. 

 

Figure 6.6: Problem of Vss setting on the OLED microdisplay 
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Further, in Figure 6.5a, the white light from WSPs (W_WSP) is larger than the white light 

from the transmission of RGB subpixels (W_RGB). If different percentage reductions apply 

to the data of “W_WSP”, we can see that 75% of the “W_WSP” has a similar response to 

“W_RGB” in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7: WSP emission with different percentage reductions  

 

Therefore, we apply a correction based upon the information in Figure 6.7 – the WSP% in 

the CE-RRC can be defined. 

Recalling Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8, WSP% is given by: 

% 100% Eq. 6.1 

Applying Eq. 6.1 WSP% is calculated from the luminance data of RGB mode (W_RGB) and 

RGBW mode (W_WSP). The results are listed in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Results of calculated WSP% 

 

The results in Table 6.1 are matched with the results in Figure 6.7. 

Therefore, the WSP% should be around 75%. However, the initial aims of the RGBW pixel 

configuration are white enhancement and white replacement. These come with a condition of 

minimal colour shift in the RGBW mode. As a result, fine tuning the value of WSP% aims 
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for the maximum colour tolerance listed in Table 1.4 (Section 1.4.1) to adjust the value of 

WSP% in order to fully utilize the advantages of the WSP.  

 

6.2.3 Colour properties of the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

Differences in CIE u’v’ data are calculated from measured CIE xy data from the Minolta  

CS-100. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.8. They clearly show that  . 

 

Figure 6.8: Colour properties of the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

In order to evaluate the performance of the CE-RRC, sample colours from the “Macbeth 

color checker” [198] are used as references. 

The results of greyscale sample in the Macbeth color checker are listed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Results of Macbeth grey colour samples  

 

In Table 6.2, the WSP% is 95%. All grey colours are displayed on the RGBW OLED 

microdisplay when the WSPs are switched ON. The maximum colour deviation is less than 

the TCO 06 standard (Table 1.4) required to display a colour in “Different areas on the same 

display”. 

CIE 1931 CIE 1976

x y u' v'

W_WSP 0.355 0.329 0.228 0.475

W_REF 0.365 0.322 0.238 0.473

Red 0.594 0.325 0.417 0.512

Green 0.322 0.470 0.161 0.529

Blue 0.194 0.194 0.158 0.353
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White 9.5 245 245 243 15 15 13 230 0.007 27%
Neutral 8 200 202 202 10 12 12 190 0.009 27%
Neutral 6.5 161 163 163 9 11 11 152 0.009 25%
Neutral 5 121 121 122 7 7 8 114 0.009 22%
Neutral 3.5 82 84 86 5 7 9 77 0.009 10%
Black 2 49 49 51 3 3 5 46 0.010 7%
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In addition, if switching between RGB mode and RGBW mode on the microdisplay is 

considered to be, in effect, switching between two different displays, the colour tolerance 

defined by VESA (Table 1.4) can be up to: 

∆ 0.04 

In this case, the setting of WSP% at 95% can give optimal luminance output (extra 

luminance) to the OLED microdisplay, but also maintain a reasonable colour performance in 

relation to the standard. 

For non-neutral colours, a different value of WSP% is applied. The range varies from 90% to 

65%. A lower CIL combination is applied to smaller values of WSP% to eliminate the effect 

of Weber’s law (Eq. 3.10). The results of the colour samples are listed in Table 6.3.  

Table 6.3: Results of Macbeth colour samples 

 

Alternatively, the Δu’v’ of some colour samples (Colour description from “Light skin” to 

“Orange yellow”) are plotted on the CIE u’v’ diagram individually (Figure 6.9) to visualize 

the colour shift in the colour tolerance circle discussed in Section 3.3.2.2. In Figure 6.9 the 

denotations are: 

CT 0.04: Colour Tolerance Δu’v’ = 0.04, 

CT 0.01: Colour Tolerance Δu’v’ = 0.01, 

Colour_RGB: Colour composed by RGB subpixels only, and 

Colour_RGBW: Colour composed by RGBW subpixels. 

Colour 
description

Colour
plate

RGB inputs Luminance (cm2) CIE 1976 UCS u'v'
Colour 

Difference

R G B RGB RGBW RGB_u RGB_v RGBW_u RGBW_v ∆ u' v'
Ligh skin 199 147 129 22.1 34.7 0.271 0.457 0.284 0.468 0.016
Dark skin 116 81 67 18.0 20.0 0.294 0.471 0.296 0.470 0.002
Blue Skye 91 122 156 20.4 23.4 0.260 0.450 0.245 0.443 0.016
Foliage 90 108 64 18.5 20.6 0.276 0.472 0.268 0.472 0.007

Blue flower 130 128 176 21.6 29.1 0.268 0.452 0.256 0.444 0.015
Bluish green 92 190 172 20.9 27.6 0.257 0.451 0.233 0.449 0.024

Orange 224 124 47 20.0 23.8 0.290 0.483 0.298 0.490 0.011
Purplish blue 68 91 170 17.5 19.6 0.253 0.439 0.240 0.427 0.019
Moderate red 198 82 97 18.8 24.6 0.291 0.460 0.310 0.467 0.021

Purple 94 58 106 16.2 16.8 0.289 0.446 0.287 0.445 0.003
yellow green 159 189 63 20.5 26.9 0.282 0.478 0.282 0.487 0.009

Orange yellow 230 162 39 20.0 24.3 0.289 0.488 0.292 0.494 0.007
Blue 35 63 147 13.0 13.2 0.239 0.422 0.229 0.413 0.014

Green 67 149 74 17.5 21.3 0.255 0.467 0.239 0.473 0.017
Red 180 49 57 15.5 17.9 0.320 0.469 0.334 0.475 0.016

Yellow 238 198 20 19.3 20.2 0.296 0.500 0.297 0.503 0.003
Magenta 193 84 151 19.4 25.6 0.301 0.429 0.298 0.451 0.023

Cyan 0 136 170 14.6 14.6 0.197 0.428 0.197 0.428 0.000
White 9.5 245 245 243 22.0 30.1 0.269 0.453 0.262 0.457 0.007
Neutral 8 200 202 202 21.9 29.8 0.270 0.454 0.261 0.457 0.009

Neutral 6.5 161 163 163 21.6 28.8 0.269 0.453 0.261 0.457 0.009
Neutral 5 121 121 122 20.5 26.4 0.272 0.456 0.262 0.457 0.009

Neutral 3.5 82 84 86 16.4 18.2 0.275 0.459 0.265 0.458 0.009
Black 2 49 49 51 11.4 12.3 0.279 0.458 0.269 0.461 0.010
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Figure 6.9: CIE u’v’ map of Macbeth colour samples 
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From Table 6.3 and Figure 6.9, a specific group of colours can be identified for further 

adjustment of the WSP% into a specific colour group if necessary.  

6.2.4 White enhancement 

In terms of the nature of the CE-RRC (Eq. 3.2), this algorithm is “white replacement” 

orientated. However, based on the opto-electronic properties (Figure 6.5a) of the studied 

RGBW OLED microdisplay, CE-RRC also offers the feature of white enhancement (Figure 

6.10). 

 

Figure 6.10: White enhancement from the CE-RRC  

The white enhancement can be further improved by increasing the value of WSP%, but the 

colour shift of the RGBW colour cannot be maintained below 0.01 of Δu’v’. 

 

6.3 Summary 

The performance of the CE-RRC is quantified by the optical measurements. The luminance 

and chromatic information of the RGBW OLED microdisplay switching between the RGB 

mode and RGBW mode are measured. The results reported in Section 6.2 show that most of 

the colour information can be kept below the maximum standard colour tolerance by        

CE-RRC after the white content of the RGB inputs is replaced by the WSP. Further, in 

comparison with RGB mode, the luminance output of the RGBW mode is increased by an 

average of approximately 20% in greyscale samples and colour samples listed in Table 6.3.  
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7 Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Summary 

Research on the CE-RRC applied to the RGBW OLED microdisplay requires multi-

disciplinary skills, as an understanding of FP-EIDs involves a wide range of knowledge 

including the study of electrical, optical, mechanical and even perceptual and psychological 

understanding. Different types of FP-EID technology, such as LCD, PDP and OLED can be 

classified according to the first two study areas above. Based on the characteristics of the 

different technologies, they are suitable for a variety of applications. RGBW is a recent 

innovation for FP-EIDs that either improves the overall brightness or lowers the power 

consumption, or both, of a display system by applying either white enhancement or white 

replacement. In the case of emissive displays, such as OLED, the RGBW approach aims to 

lower the power consumption of the OLED because the average operating voltage of the 

RGB subpixels has been reduced by the WSP. The implementation of RGBW on an OLED 

microdisplay needs a data conversion to generate data for the unique white subpixels in the 

system from the standard RGB inputs. It is suggested that a low overhead 3-to-4 data 

conversion, CE-RRC, is applied to the RGBW OLED microdisplay.  

The reasons to pursue the study of the RGBW OLED microdisplay are (i) the advantages of 

the RGBW on OLED discussed in Section 2.1.3, and (ii) the potential for the OLED to be 

the best candidate for microdisplays with the DSoC approach, which has been discussed in 

Sections 1.5.5 and 3.1. 

The original design concept of the CE-RRC derives from the prior art, namely patents 

discussed mainly in Section 2.4. The prototype CE-RRC is based on a simple model called 

Canon-RRC (Section 2.4.1). The concept of “colour group identification” in the CE-RRC 

derives from the Samsung-RRC (Section 2.4.3), but the implementation of this idea comes 

from two patents from Ito1991 and Lee1999 as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The assignment of 

RGB inputs to colour groups is based on the preservation of the ratio of R:G:B in Philips-

RRC (Section 2.4.2). Moreover, there is colour error compensation (Section 3.3.2.1) in the 

design of the CE-RRC in order to minimize the generic colour error in the RGBW system 

(Section 2.2). This compensation refers to the transformation error mentioned in Kodak-RRC 

(Section 2.4.4) during applied electric signal to calculate the optical signal or vice versa.  

The philosophy of the CE-RRC is then explained in detail in Chapter 3. The core element in 

the CE-RRC is the “colour group identification” that converts the RGB colour space to a 

newly introduced pseudo 3-D CIL colour space (Section 3.3.1.3). In this colour space, all 
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colours are only referred to different CILs. Therefore, only 1/3 of data remains after the 

conversion. The outcome of the “colour group identification” is a CIL combination which 

classifies a specific ratio of R:G:B in order to assign a special value to modify the outputs of 

the four channels in the RGBW system. 

The development of the CE-RRC involves software simulation and hardware implementation. 

This design methodology is called co-design (Section 4.1) and aims to speed up the 

algorithm development which is implemented on the hardware. 

In the software simulation, the floating-point model and the fixed-point model of CE-RRC 

are implemented in Matlab and are described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively. 

Moreover, the simulated images from both models are formed by virtual RGBW pixels. 

They are displayed on a high resolution monitor for visual evaluation. The details of the 

specification of the virtual pixel, visual evaluation setup, results and discussion of the 

simulated image generated by fixed-point calculation are found in Section 4.3. Overall, CE-

RRC gives similar image performance in both RGB mode and RGBW mode. It is thereby 

demonstrated that CE-RRC is able to replace the white content in the RGB inputs without 

showing any visible side-effects in practice. 

In addition, the results from the fixed-point calculation in Matlab are used to estimate the 

power saving of switching from RGB mode to RGBW mode on the microdisplay. The 

details of the assumption of this estimation have been discussed in Section 4.4. The 

estimation shows that for the saturated colour image content, CE-RRC is able to save at least 

20% drive levels of the RGB subpixels in the RGBW mode, and saves more than 50% drive 

levels for the high white content images displaying in the RGBW mode. 

After a satisfactory performance in the simulated image evaluations, the fixed-point software 

model is transformed into hardware code. The FPGA architecture of the CE-RRC is 

described in Section 5.2. Every dataflow of each functional block in the CE-RRC is 

explained in great detail in Section 5.3. Two methods of implementing “colour group 

identification” in the CE-RRC are suggested. They are “LUT+Addition” and “MSB 

Concatenation”. Both designs have different features to fit the diverse specifications of the 

system resources. Also, they achieve the required timing specification of the system. The 

timing simulations are reported in 5.4.1 

The on-chip area of the CE-RRC designs is estimated in order to evaluate the potential of 

CE-RRC integration onto the microdisplay backplane. The results reported in Section 5.4.2 
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show that two CE-RRC designs and four supplementary LUTs are sufficiently small to be 

integrated on the updated version of the existing microdisplay backplane. 

Finally, the optical analysis quantifies the output of the CE-RRC in terms of the luminance 

gain and colour shift of the RGBW OLED microdisplay switching between the RGB mode 

and RGBW mode. The results reported in Section 6.2 show that the colour fidelity of most 

colour samples displayed on the microdisplay is maintained at the required standard. Further, 

the luminance output of the RGBW mode is increased by an average of approximately 20% 

for all measured samples. 

7.2 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the four-pixel RGBW design aims mainly to decrease the power consumption 

of the OLED microdisplay. The proposed method of RGB-to-RGBW data conversion, 

namely the CE-RRC, offers a low overhead 3-to-4 data conversion not only to achieve the 

efficient data conversion but also to increase the potential of the RGBW OLED microdisplay 

to realize the concept of DSoC. Finally, the results of the co-design flow of the algorithm 

development show the potential for the CE-RRC to achieve an acceptable image quality and 

to be integrated into the microdisplay backplane with no effect on the die size. This is the 

reason for the acronym, CE-RRC, meaning “Compact and Efficient RGB to RGBW 

Conversion”. 

In addition, the feature of the four-pixel RGBW configurations discussed in Section 2.1.3 

and the nature of the CE-RRC (Eq. 3.2) are expected to improve the lifetime of the CF type 

RGBW OLED microdisplay because the operating voltage of the RGB subpixels has been 

averaged by the WSP. However, further experiments are required to precisely quantify the 

benefits. 

The CE-RRC converts the RGB inputs to CIL combinations. This gives a pseudo colour 

space conversion to separate luminance and chromatic information without the division, 

floating point or matrix calculations that are involved in most of the incumbent RRCs 

discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The CIL combination provides innovative 3-D mapping of 

the signals rather than 2-D mapping in a traditional method of gamma LUTs. These features 

lead to the CE-RRC being able to adjust to a specific colour group by defining the CIL of 

RGB inputs. 

Additionally, the application of the CE-RRC is not limited to the CF type of RGBW OLED 

microdisplay. It may be applied to an OLED microdisplay with RGBW emitters or other 

types of RGBW EIDs that require white replacement from the WSPs. The RGBW system 
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needs a calculation of extended colour space from the WSP for the purpose of white 

enhancement. This is not the initial application of the CE-RRC, but it can be adapted to carry 

out white enhancement if necessary. 

Finally, based on the evaluation of the compact and efficient performance of the CE-RRC 

described above, MICROOLED SA has reconsidered its product roadmap and is likely to 

reintroduce RGBW OLED microdisplays in the near future. A dialogue has been opened 

with MICROOLED SA regarding the possibility of their use of the CE-RRC reported here. 

 

7.3 Future work 

The potential of the CE-RRC to be applied to the RGBW OLED microdisplay has been 

demonstrated. Because only a single RGBW OLED microdisplay was available for optical 

characterisation (the sole remaining device of a “retired” product line), further measurement 

of more RGBW OLED microdisplays is required in order to study the optical unit-to-unit 

consistency of the output of the CE-RRC.    

The RGBW mode is disabled in the current RGBW OLED microdisplay because, at the time 

of freezing the specification, there was no suitable RRC fitting the balance between system 

resources used to perform the data conversion and the image quality achieved. This is also 

the reason why the RRC function is only on the FPGA board.  

Considering the results contained in this thesis, there is now a strong motivation for 

MICROOLED SA to re-start production of RGBW OLED microdisplays. 

When more RGBW OLED microdisplays become available, it is recommended that 

1. the optical unit-to-unit consistency of the output of the CE-RRC is investigated more 

thoroughly.  

2. when the optical consistency of the output of the CE-RRC is confirmed, the on-chip 

design of the CE-RRC should be carried out 

3. the experimental characterisation of the lifetime improvement of the RGBW OLED 

microdisplay should be studied in detail. 
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9 Appendix 

Appendix A – VHDL code for the CE-RRC (LUT+Addition) 

1  -- RGB_RGBW.vhd 
2  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3  -- Author : C,Can UoE 
4  -- Date : 05.10.2011 
5  -- Project : μDisplay/DVI-Display 
6  -- Version : Final CE-RRC (LUT+Addition) 
7  -- Item : Conversion of RGB to RGBW 
8  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9  library IEEE; 
10  use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
11  use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 
12  use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
13  -- ------------------------------------------ 
14  Entity RGB_RGBW is 
15  -- ------------------------------------------ 
16  port (HDCK : in Std_logic; -- digital clock 
17  CkRS : in Std_logic; -- Clock 
18  nRST : in Std_logic; -- Reset 
19  Rdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Red input 
20  Gdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Green input 
21  Bdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Blue input 
22  DR : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Red Output 
23  DG : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Green Output 
24  DB : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Blue Output 
25  DW : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) -- White Output 
26  ); 
27  end; 
28  -- ------------------------------------------ 
29  Architecture RTL of RGB_RGBW is 
30  -- INPUT_RGB 
31  signal Rn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red input for LUT1 
32  signal Gn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green input for LUT1 
33  signal Bn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue input for LUT1 
34 
35  -- MIN_FINDER 
36  signal minV : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Minimum of 3 color inputs 
37  signal minV_reg : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- 1 clock cycle delay minV 
38  signal minV_reg_ff : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- 2 clocks cycle delay minV 
39 
40  -- EQUAL_FINDER 
41  signal Sel : std_logic; -- Selection key for R=G=B 
42 
43  -- LUT1_MSB_CHECKER 
44  signal LUT1_out_r : std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); -- LUT1 Red index 
45  signal LUT1_out_g : std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); -- LUT1 Green index 
46  signal LUT1_out_b : std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); -- LUT1 Blue index 
47 
48  -- ADDER 
49  signal adder_out : std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); -- Sum of all three indexes 
50 
51  -- LUT2_RGB_DIFFER 
52  signal Weighting_differ : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- weighting of white when R=/G=/B 
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53 
54  -- LUT3_RGB_EQUAL 
55  signal Weighting_eq : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- weighting of white when R=G=B 
56 
57  -- W_OFFSET_CAL 
58  signal Sel_W : std_logic; -- Select to enable 100% WSP 
59  signal Weighting_reg : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- final weighting value 
60  signal W_offset : Unsigned(15 downto 0); -- = minV * Weighting_reg 
61 
62  -- DATA_OUT 
63  signal Rn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_1 
64  signal Gn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_1 
65  signal Bn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_1 
66  -- 
67  signal Rn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Reg_delay_2 
68  signal Gn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_2 
69  signal Bn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_2 
70  -- 
71  signal Rn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_3 
72  signal Gn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_3 
73  signal Bn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_3 
74  -- 
75  signal Rn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_4 
76  signal Gn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_4 
77  signal Bn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_4 
78  -- 
79  --CAN 
80  BEGIN 
81  INPUT_RGB : process(HDCK,nRST, Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) 
82  begin 
83  if nRST = '0' then 
84  Rn <= (others => '0'); 
85  Gn <= (others => '0'); 
86  Bn <= (others => '0'); 
87  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
88  Rn <= Unsigned (Rdata); 
89  Gn <= Unsigned (Gdata); 
90  Bn <= Unsigned (Bdata); 
91  end if; 
92  end process INPUT_RGB; 
93  -- ---------------- 
94  MIN_FINDER:Process (HDCK,nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn) 
95  begin 
96  if nRST = '0' then 
97  minV <= (others => '0'); 
98  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
99  if Rn <= Gn then -- Rn smaller than or equal to Gn 
100  if Rn <=Bn then -- Rn small than or equal to Bn 
101  minV <= unsigned (Rn); 
102  else minV <= unsigned(Bn); 
103  end if; 
104  elsif Gn <=Bn then --Gn smaller than or equal to Bn 
105  minV <= unsigned(Gn); 
106  else 
107  minV <= unsigned(Bn); 
108  end if; 
109  else 
110  end if; 
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111  end process MIN_FINDER; 
112  ------------------------ 
113  EQUAL_FINDER : process(HDCK, nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn) 
114  begin 
115  if nRST = '0' then 
116  Sel <='0'; 
117  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
118  -- Check R=G=B -- start 
119  if Rn = Gn then -- R=G? 
120  if Gn = Bn then-- R=B? 
121  Sel <= '1'; 
122  else Sel<='0'; 
123  end if; 
124  else Sel <='0'; 
125  end if; 
126  ---------------- 
127  else 
128  end if; 
129  end process EQUAL_FINDER ; 
130  ------- 
131  LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_r: Process (HDCK, nRST, Rdata) 
132  begin 
133  if nRST = '0' then 
134  LUT1_out_r <= (others => '0'); 
135  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
136  --Red 
137  case Rdata(7 downto 6) IS 
138  when "00" => 
139  LUT1_out_r <= "000000"; -- A 0 
140  when "01" => 
141  LUT1_out_r <= "000001"; -- B 1 
142  when "10" => 
143  LUT1_out_r <= "000100"; -- C 4 
144  when "11" => 
145  LUT1_out_r <= "001101"; -- D 13 
146  when others => LUT1_out_r <= "000000"; 
147  end case; 
148  end if; 
149  end process LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_r; 
150  -- ---------------- 
151  LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_g: Process (nRST, Gdata, HDCK) 
152  begin 
153  if nRST = '0' then 
154  LUT1_out_g <= (others => '0'); 
155  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
156  -- Green 
157  case Gdata(7 downto 6) IS 
158  when "00" => 
159  LUT1_out_g <= "000000"; -- A 0 
160  when "01" => 
161  LUT1_out_g <= "000001"; -- B 1 
162  when "10" => 
163  LUT1_out_g <= "000100"; -- C 4 
164  when "11" => 
165  LUT1_out_g <= "001101"; -- D 13 
166  when others => LUT1_out_g <= "000000"; 
167  end case; 
168  end if; 
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169  end process LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_g; 
170  -- ---------------- 
171  LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_b: Process (nRST, Bdata, HDCK) 
172  begin 
173  if nRST = '0' then 
174  LUT1_out_b <= (others => '0'); 
175  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
176  --Blue 
177  case Bdata(7 downto 6) IS 
178  when "00" => 
179  LUT1_out_b <= "000000"; -- A 0 
180  when "01" => 
181 LUT1_out_b <= "000001"; -- B 1 
182  when "10" => 
183  LUT1_out_b <= "000100"; -- C 4 
184  when "11" => 
185  LUT1_out_b <= "001101"; -- D 13 
186  when others => LUT1_out_b <= "000000"; 
187  end case; 
188  end if; 
189  end process LUT1_MSB_CHECKER_b; 
190  -- ---------------- 
191  ADDER:Process (HDCK,nRST, LUT1_out_r, LUT1_out_g, LUT1_out_b) 
192  begin 
193  if nRST = '0' then 
194  adder_out <= (others => '0'); 
195  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
196  adder_out <= LUT1_out_r + LUT1_out_g + LUT1_out_b; 
197  end if; 
198  end process ADDER; 
199  -- ---------------- 
200  -- R/=G/=B 
201 LUT2_RGB_DIFFER: process (nRST, adder_out, HDCK, LUT1_out_r, LUT1_out_g, 

LUT1_out_b) 
202 begin 
203 if nRST = '0' then 
204  Weighting_differ <= (others => '0'); 
205  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
206  case adder_out IS 
207  -- Neutral colour 
208  when "000000" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 0 AAA 95% - 243 
209  when "000011" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 3 BBB 95% 
210  when "001100" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 12 CCC 95% 
211  when "100111" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 39 DDD 95% 
212  -- Primary colour 
213  when "000001" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 1 AAB 65% - 166 
214  when "000100" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 4 AAC 70% - 179 
215  when "001101" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 13 AAD 75% - 192 
216  when "000110" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 6 BBC 80% - 204 
217  when "001111" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 15 BBD 85% - 217 
218  when "010101" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 21 CCD 90% - 230 
219  -- Secondary colour 
220  when "000010" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 2 BBA 70% - 179 
221  when "001000" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 8 CCA 75% - 192 
222  when "001001" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 9 CCB 80% - 204 
223  when "011010" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 26 DDA 85% - 217 
224  when "011011" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 27 DDB 90% - 230 
225  when "011110" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 30 DDC 95% - 243 
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226  --Transition colour 
227  when "000101" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 5 ABC 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
228  when "001110" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 14 ABD 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
229  when "010001" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 17 ACD 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
230  when "010010" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 18 BCD 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
231  when others => Weighting_differ <= "00000001"; 
232  end case; 
233  END IF; 
234  END PROCESS LUT2_RGB_DIFFER; 
235  -- 
236  --R=G=B 
237  LUT3_RGB_EQUAL : PROCESS (nRST, adder_out, HDCK) 
238  begin 
239  if nRST = '0' then 
240 Weighting_eq <= (others => '0'); 
241  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
242  case adder_out IS 
243  when "000000" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 0 AAA 100% -255 
244  when "000011" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 3 BBB 100% 
245  when "001100" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 12 CCC 100% 
246  when "100111" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 39 DDD 100% 
247  when others => Weighting_eq <= "00000010"; 
248  end case; 
249  end if; 
250  end process LUT3_RGB_EQUAL; 
251  ---------------- 
252  W_OFFSET_CAL : process (HDCK, nRST, minV, Weighting_eq, Weighting_differ, Sel) 
253  begin 
254  if nRST = '0' then 
255  Weighting_reg <= (others => '0'); 
256 W_offset <= (others => '0'); 
257  Sel_W <='0'; 
258  minV_reg <= (others => '0'); 
259  minV_reg_ff <= (others => '0'); 
260  elsif Rising_edge (HDCK) then 
261  Sel_W <= Sel; 
262  if Sel_W = '1' then -- 100% WSP enable 
263  Weighting_reg <= Weighting_eq; 
264  else Weighting_reg <= Weighting_differ; 
265  end if; 
266  minV_reg <= minV; 
267  minV_reg_ff <=minV_reg; 
268  W_offset <= (minV_reg_ff * Weighting_reg) srl 8; 
269  end if; 
270  end process W_OFFSET_CAL; 
271  ---------------------- 
272  DATA_OUT: process(HDCK,nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn, W_offset) 
273  begin 
274  if nRST = '0' then 
275  DR <= (others => '0'); 
276  DG <= (others => '0'); 
277  DB <= (others => '0'); 
278  DW <= (others => '0'); 
279  Rn1 <= (others => '0'); 
280  Gn1 <= (others => '0'); 
281  Bn1 <= (others => '0'); 
282  Rn2 <= (others => '0'); 
283  Gn2 <= (others => '0'); 
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284  Bn2 <= (others => '0'); 
285  Rn3 <= (others => '0'); 
286  Gn3 <= (others => '0'); 
287  Bn3 <= (others => '0'); 
288  Rn4 <= (others => '0'); 
289  Gn4 <= (others => '0'); 
290  Bn4 <= (others => '0'); 
291 
292  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
293  Rn1 <= Rn; 
294  Gn1 <= Gn; 
295  Bn1 <= Bn; 
296  -- 
297  Rn2 <= Rn1; 
298  Gn2 <= Gn1; 
299  Bn2 <= Bn1; 
300  -- 
301  Rn3 <= Rn2; 
302  Gn3 <= Gn2; 
303  Bn3 <= Bn2; 
304  -- 
305  Rn4 <= Rn3; 
306  Gn4 <= Gn3; 
307  Bn4 <= Bn3; 
308  -- 
309  DR <= std_logic_vector (Rn4 - W_offset( 7 downto 0)); 
310  DG <= std_logic_vector (Gn4 - W_offset( 7 downto 0)); 
311  DB <= std_logic_vector (Bn4 - W_offset( 7 downto 0)); 
312  DW <= std_logic_vector (W_offset( 7 downto 0)); 
313  end if; 
314  end process DATA_OUT; 
315  end RTL; 
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Appendix B – VHDL code for the CE-RRC (MSB Concatenation) 

1  -- RGB_RGBW.vhd 
2  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3  -- Author : C,Can UoE 
4  -- Date : 05.10.2011 
5  -- Project : μDisplay/DVI-Display 
6  -- Version : Final CE-RRC (MSB concatenation) 
7  -- Item : Conversion of RGB to RGBW 
8  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9  library IEEE; 
10  use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
11  use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 
12  use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
13  - ------------------------------------------ 
14  Entity RGB_RGBW is 
15  -- ------------------------------------------ 
16  port (HDCK : in Std_logic; -- digital clock 
17  CkRS : in Std_logic; -- Clock 
18  nRST : in Std_logic; -- Reset 
19  Rdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Red input 
20  Gdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Green input 
21  Bdata : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Blue input 
22  DR : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Red Output 
23  DG : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Green Output 
24  DB : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); -- Blue Output 
25  DW : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) -- White Output 
26  ); 
27  end; 
28  -- ------------------------------------------ 
29  Architecture RTL of RGB_RGBW is 
30  -- ------------------------------------------ 
31  -- INPUT_RGB 
32  signal Rn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red input for LUT1 
33  signal Gn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green input for LUT1 
34  signal Bn : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue input for LUT1 
35 
36  -- MIN_FINDER 
37  signal minV : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Minimum of 3 color inputs 
38  signal minV_reg : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- 1 clock cycle delay minV 
39 
40  -- EQUAL_FINDER 
41  signal Sel : std_logic; -- Selection key for R=G=B 
42 
43  -- MSB concatenation 
44  signal concatenated_MSB : Unsigned (5 downto 0); 
45 
46  -- LUT2_RGB_DIFFER 
47  signal Weighting_differ : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- weighting of white when R=/G=/B 
48 
49  -- LUT3_RGB_EQUAL 
50  signal Weighting_eq : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- weighting of white when R=G=B 
51 
52  -- W_OFFSET_CAL 
53  signal Sel_W : std_logic; -- Select to enable 100% WSP 
54  signal Weighting_reg : Unsigned (7 downto 0); -- final weighting value 
55  signal W_offset : Unsigned(15 downto 0); -- = minV * Weighting_reg 
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56  signal W_offset_reg : Unsigned(15 downto 0); -- shift eight bits logic to the right 
57 
58  -- DATA_OUT 
59  signal Rn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_1 
60  signal Gn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_1 
61  signal Bn1 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_1 
62  -- 
63  signal Rn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Reg_delay_2 
64  signal Gn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_2 
65  signal Bn2 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_2 
66  -- 
67  signal Rn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_3 
68  signal Gn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_3 
69  signal Bn3 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_3 
70  -- 
71  signal Rn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Red_delay_4 
72  signal Gn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Green_delay_4 
73  signal Bn4 : Unsigned(7 downto 0); -- Blue_delay_4 
74  -- 
75  --CAN 
76  BEGIN 
77  Input_RGB : process(HDCK,nRST, Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) 
78  begin 
79  if nRST = '0' then 
80  Rn <= (others => '0'); 
81  Gn <= (others => '0'); 
82  Bn <= (others => '0'); 
83  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
84  Rn <= Unsigned (Rdata); 
85  Gn <= Unsigned (Gdata); 
86  Bn <= Unsigned (Bdata); 
87  end if; 
88  end process Input_RGB; 
89  -- ---------------- 
90  MIN_FINDER:Process (HDCK,nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn) 
91  begin 
92  if nRST = '0' then 
93  minV <= (others => '0'); 
94  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
95  if Rn <= Gn then -- Rn smaller than or equal to Gn 
96  if Rn <=Bn then -- Rn small than or equal to Bn 
97  minV <= unsigned (Rn); 
98  else minV <= unsigned(Bn); 
99  end if; 
100  elsif Gn <=Bn then --Gn smaller than or equal to Bn 
101  minV <= unsigned(Gn); 
102  else 
103  minV <= unsigned(Bn); 
104  end if; 
105  else 
106  end if; 
107  end process MIN_FINDER; 
108  ------------------------ 
109  EQUAL_FINDER : process(HDCK, nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn) 
110  begin 
111  if nRST = '0' then 
112 Sel <='0'; 
113 elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
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114  -- Check R=G=B -- start 
115  if Rn = Gn then -- R=G? 
116  if Gn = Bn then-- R=B? 
117  Sel <= '1'; 
118 else Sel<='0'; 
119 end if; 
120 else Sel <='0'; 
121 end if; 
122  ---------------- 
123  else 
124  end if; 
125  end process EQUAL_FINDER ; 
126  ------- 
127  MSB_concatenation: Process (HDCK, nRST, Rdata, Gdata, Bdata) 
128  begin 
129  if nRST = '0' then 
130 concatenated_MSB <= (others => '0'); 
131 elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
132 concatenated_MSB <= unsigned (Rdata (7 downto 6) & Gdata(7 downto 6) & Bdata (7 
 downto 6)); 
133 
134  end if; 
135  end process MSB_concatenations; 
136 
137  LUT2_RGB_DIFFER: process (nRST, HDCK, concatenated_MSB) 
138  begin 
139  if nRST = '0' then 
140 Weighting_differ <= (others => '0'); 
141  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
142  -- R/=G/=B 
143  case concatenated_MSB IS 
144  -- Neutral colour 
145 when "000000" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 0 AAA 95% - 243 
146 when "010101" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 21 BBB 95% 
147  when "101010" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 42 CCC 95% 
148 when "111111" => Weighting_differ <= "11110011"; -- 63 DDD 95% 
149  -- Primary colour 
150  when "000001" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 1 AAB 65% - 166 
151 when "000100" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 4 ABA 65% - 166 
152  when "010000" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 16 BAA 65% - 166 
153 
154  when "000010" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 2 AAC 70% - 179 
155  when "001000" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 8 ACA 70% - 179 
156  when "100000" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 32 CAA 70% - 179 
157  
158  when "000011" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 3 AAD 75% - 192 
159  when "001100" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 12 ADA 75% - 192 
160  when "110000" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 48 DAA 75% - 192 
161 
162  when "010110" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 22 BBC 80% - 204 
163  when "011001" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 25 BCB 80% - 204 
164  when "100101" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 37 CBB 80% - 204 
165 
166  when "010111" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 23 BBD 85% - 217 
167  when "011101" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 29 BDB 85% - 217 
168  when "110101" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 53 DBB 85% - 217 
169 
170  when "101011" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 43 CCD 90% - 230 
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171  when "101110" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 46 CDC 90% - 230 
172  when "111010" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 58 DCC 90% - 230 
173 
174  -- Secondary colour 
175  when "010100" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 20 BBA 65% - 166 
176 when "010001" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 17 BAB 65% - 166 
177  when "000101" => Weighting_differ <= "10100110"; -- 5 ABB 65% - 166 
178 
179  when "101000" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 40 CCA 70% - 179 
180  when "100010" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 34 CAC 70% - 179 
181  when "001010" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 10 ACC 70% - 179 
182 
183  when "101001" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 41 CCB 75% - 192 
184  when "100110" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 38 CBC 75% - 192 
185  when "011010" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 26 BCC 75% - 192 
186 
187  when "111100" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 60 DDA 80% - 204 
188  when "110011" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 51 DAD 80% - 204 
189  when "001111" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 15 ADD 80% - 204 
190 
191  when "111101" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 61 DDB 85% - 217 
192  when "110111" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 55 DBD 85% - 217 
193  when "011111" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 31 BDD 85% - 217 
194 
195  when "111110" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 62 DDC 90% - 230 
196  when "111011" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 59 DCD 90% - 230 
197  when "101111" => Weighting_differ <= "11100110"; -- 47 CDD 90% - 230 
198 
199  --Transition colour 
200  when "000110" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 6 ABC 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
201  when "001001" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 9 ACB 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
202  when "010010" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 18 BAC 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
203  when "011000" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 24 BCA 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
204  when "100001" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 33 CAB 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
205  when "100100" => Weighting_differ <= "10110011"; -- 36 CBA 70% CCA-CAA (70%-70%) 
206 
207  when "000111" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 7 ABD 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
208  when "001101" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 13 ADB 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
209  when "010011" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 19 BAD 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
210  when "011100" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 28 BDA 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
211  when "110001" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 49 DAB 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
212  when "110100" => Weighting_differ <= "11000000"; -- 52 DBA 75% ACD-AAD (80%-75%) 
213 
214  when "001011" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 11 ACD 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
215  when "001110" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 14 ADC 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
216  when "100011" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 35 CAD 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
217  when "101100" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 44 CDA 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
218  when "110010" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 50 DAC 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
219  when "111000" => Weighting_differ <= "11001100"; -- 56 DCA 80% DDA-ABD (80%-75%) 
220 
221  when "011011" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 27 BCD 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
222  when "011110" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 30 BDC 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
223  when "100111" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 39 CBD 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
224  when "101101" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 45 CDB 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
225  when "110110" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 54 DBC 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
226  when "111001" => Weighting_differ <= "11011001"; -- 57 DCB 85% DDB-BDD (85%-85%) 
227 
228 when others => Weighting_differ <= "00000001"; 
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229  end case; 
230  END IF; 
231  END PROCESS LUT2_RGB_DIFFER; 
232 
233  --R=G=B 
234  LUT3_RGB_EQUAL : PROCESS (nRST, concatenated_MSB, HDCK) 
235  begin 
236  if nRST = '0' then 
237  Weighting_eq <= (others => '0'); 
238  -- 
239 elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
240  case concatenated_MSB IS 
241  when "000000" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 0 AAA 100% -255 
242  when "010101" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 3 BBB 100% 
243  when "101010" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 15 CCC 100% 
244  when "111111" => Weighting_eq <= "11111111"; -- 36 DDD 100% 
245  when others => Weighting_eq <= "00000010"; 
246  end case; 
247  --RGB data delay 
248  end if; 
249  end process LUT3_RGB_EQUAL; 
250  ---------------- 
251  W_OFFSET_CAL : process (HDCK, nRST, minV, Weighting_eq, Weighting_differ, Sel) 
252  begin 
253  if nRST = '0' then 
254  Weighting_reg <= (others => '0'); 
255  W_offset <= (others => '0'); 
256  W_offset_reg <= (others => '0'); 
257  minV_reg <= (others => '0'); 
258  -- 
259  elsif Rising_edge (HDCK) then 
260  if Sel = '1' then -- 100% WSP enable 
261  Weighting_reg <= Weighting_eq; 
262  else Weighting_reg <= Weighting_differ; 
263  end if; 
264  minV_reg <= minV; 
265  W_offset <= minV_reg * Weighting_reg; 
266  W_offset_reg <= W_offset srl 8; 
267  end if; 
268  end process W_OFFSET_CAL; 
269  ---------------------- 
270  DATA_OUT: process(HDCK,nRST, Rn, Gn, Bn, W_offset_reg) 
271  begin 
272 if nRST = '0' then 
273  DR <= (others => '0'); 
274  DG <= (others => '0'); 
275  DB <= (others => '0'); 
276  DW <= (others => '0'); 
277  Rn1 <= (others => '0'); 
278  Gn1 <= (others => '0'); 
279  Bn1 <= (others => '0'); 
280  Rn2 <= (others => '0'); 
281  Gn2 <= (others => '0'); 
282  Bn2 <= (others => '0'); 
283  Rn3 <= (others => '0'); 
284  Gn3 <= (others => '0'); 
285  Bn3 <= (others => '0'); 
286  Rn4 <= (others => '0'); 
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287  Gn4 <= (others => '0'); 
288  Bn4 <= (others => '0'); 
289 
290  elsif Rising_edge(HDCK) then 
291  Rn1 <= Rn; 
292  Gn1 <= Gn; 
293  Bn1 <= Bn; 
294  -- 
295  Rn2 <= Rn1; 
296  Gn2 <= Gn1; 
297  Bn2 <= Bn1; 
298  -- 
299  Rn3 <= Rn2; 
300  Gn3 <= Gn2; 
301  Bn3 <= Bn2; 
302  -- 
303  Rn4 <= Rn3; 
304  Gn4 <= Gn3; 
305  Bn4 <= Bn3; 
306  -- 
307  DR <= std_logic_vector (Rn4 - W_offset_reg (7 downto 0)); 
308  DG <= std_logic_vector (Gn4 - W_offset_reg (7 downto 0)); 
309  DB <= std_logic_vector (Bn4 - W_offset_reg (7 downto 0)); 
310  DW <= std_logic_vector (W_offset_reg (7 downto 0)); 
311  end if; 
312  end process DATA_OUT; 
313  end RTL; 
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